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ABSTRACT
 
Throughout recorded history, certain individuals have
 
been able to capture the essence of their times through the
 
mastery of the spoken word. They have been able to identify
 
the great problems, define the solutions and enlist the
 
sympathy and support of the great masses of people — the
 
educated and uneducated, the full spectrum of hximanity —
 
through the magic of speech. Sir Winston Spencer Churchill
 
was such a man. He stands out in this century as possibly
 
the greatest of orators in the English language. His impact
 
on history has been immense. Curiously, few pviblished
 
studies exist examining this man's ability to use the
 
English language to great effect — and those are
 
superficial.
 
This paper, then, is original work. I have relied on
 
others to supply some of the tools; however,the data
 
gathered, sifted, and analyzed come from my own talents and
 
perceptions. Therefore, much of what follows is,
 
necessarily, subjective.
 
Among the interesting insights achieved, the following
 
are the most salient. Churchill relied primarily on Anglo-

Saxon and early Latin cognates which entered English through
 
Middle French. His diction was so precise that adjectives
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and intensives in independent clauses are rare. Modifica 
tion is primarily in subordinate clauses and phrases and is 
used to create mood. Churchill, even in nominal passages, 
is able to maintain a dynamism — a verbal sense —■ 
throughout his oratory. Finally, he was a mastar of using 
the appropriate rhythm to harmonize with the mood he desired 
to create. 
IV 
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Preface
 
(.
 
"Style, I repeat, is a means by which a human being
 
gains contact with others: it is personality clothed in
 
words, character embodied in speech." F. L. Lucas
 
When adequate time has passed; when reasonably objec
 
tive and dispassionate histories of the Twentieth Century
 
have been written; and when, I hope, civilized people will
 
again appreciate the beauty, the creative appeal, and the
 
power of the well-chosen and spoken word. Sir Winston
 
Churchill may stand at least a head taller than any man or
 
woman who shared his same portentous and challenging years.
 
And furthermore, there is a reasonable possibility that he
 
may be recognized as equal to, if not a head higher than,
 
the best of his era or any previous era in the history of
 
English oratory.
 
The following paper is an incipient effort — a testing
 
of the tools — to begin the work of examining Churchill's
 
style and explaining the intricacies therein. The following
 
is technical; it is embryonic. I hope in the future, if the
 
tools and guiding intellect are adequate, to briefly glimpse
 
the phantom — that creative force at the core of his art.
 
I make no pretense that the following analysis
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penetrates far below the crust. However, it is interesting
 
to disassemble some of Churchill's oratorical prose. By
 
picking away at the shell, we are allowed to peer beneath
 
and view and appreciate the complexities and mysteries yet
 
to be understood. However, it is soon evident that stalking
 
the genii of a man's art is like trying to capture and
 
understand the complex intricacies of an old pocket-watch
 
seen through a fogged lens; the larger wheels, gears and
 
springs are discernible, but the small, the obscure are not;
 
and the complex interrelationships of the whole working in
 
harmony for a united purpose will remain an engima. The
 
soul of art is ineffable. And that is the way it should be.
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statement of Purpose
 
The purpose of this thesis is threefold: to identify
 
and isolate those characteristics of style that, singularly
 
or in combination, are Churchillian; once identified, to
 
define their functions and merits; and, finally, if justi
 
fied, to apply those stylistic practices to my own prose and
 
recommend them, through this thesis, to others.
 
It is my hypothesis that there exists a set of ideal
 
styles. Avoiding here the argument that styles are mutable,
 
tastes change etc., I believe that throughout history effec
 
tive, memorable communications have shared certain common
 
denominators. Granted, there are obligatory constraints in
 
style between different languages; and there are variations
 
in stylistic fashion from age to age. Yet, there are
 
writers and orators who continue to speak to us over the
 
centuries. These people not only had something worthwhile
 
to say, they also said it in a way that appeals to us.
 
These artists spoke to all classes. They were able to play
 
those universal and mysterious rhetorical chords which
 
transcend the limits of education, of class, region or
 
prejudice. The ultimate test of all this is stamina: Do
 
those writers and speakers actively persist in speaking to
 
us through the ages? Sir Winston Churchill will, I believe,
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be stubborn in this regard.
 
My respect for Churchill as a rhetorician is subjec
 
tive. However, I do not feel I am taking a great risk. I
 
would find it hard to believe that anyone could effectively
 
deny that his oratory during the Second World War has become
 
a proud addition to English oratorical literature. How many
 
literate, English speaking adults have not heard the
 
excerpts "blood, toil, tears and sweat", "Never have so many
 
owed so much to so few", and so on.
 
Churchill met another criterion: he spoke powerfully 
and effectively to all English speaking peoples —■ different 
nations, and different classes. He knew the notes; he 
instinctively knew the language that all English speaking 
peoples shared: the spiritual English that we find 
difficult to describe. But we know it when we hear it. 
It is very possible that Churchill will one day be 
considered the finest orator the English speaking nations 
have produced; but if not, he was still superb. After all, 
even his political enemies credited him with that. It was a 
well known practice in Parliament during the 1930's (When 
Churchill was almost a minority of one — "The Wilderness 
Years") for an M.P. to stand at the door of the chamber and 
yell "Winston's up" whenever Churchill rose to speak. The 
lounges and halls would empty as the M.P.'s rushed for their 
seats. Most of them thought he spoke nonsense; however, 
they loved the way he said it. 
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So, I have chosen Churchill. He had a "way with
 
words," and I want to know about that way. I do not pretend
 
that the following thesis is all inclusive. It is somewhat
 
limited in breadth and depth. I do hope, though, that
 
future students of style will expand on what I have done
 
with Churchill's oratory. Any one of the items I have
 
examined could be excavated to a greater depth and developed
 
into a thesis itself.
 
The items I have addressed are tone, sentence length
 
and types, various attributes of diction, the harmony of
 
style and meaning, syntax, modification, and rhythm. There
 
is a good deal of overlapping among these factors.
 
Tone is particularly important. If the tone is not in
 
harmony with the subject and the audience's perception of
 
what the tone should be, all is lost. An audience will
 
refuse open communication with the speaker or writer if the
 
tone is discordant.
 
Sentence length and types of sentences, plus how they
 
are arrayed, tell us a good deal about efficiency in
 
communication as well as how a speaker thinks; Is the
 
speaker highly formalized? Is the speaker conversational?
 
Does the speaker or writer care much about pulling the
 
audience with him or her or simply conveying information?
 
Is he or she dull or lively?
 
Studying a writer or speaker's diction is fundamental
 
to any stylistic examination; Is the best word selected?
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Is the diction concrete and sensory or abstract and intel
 
lectual? Is the diction short, blunt, and probably Anglo-

Saxon or longer, less forceful, and probably Latinate.
 
Diction can tell us much about how a speaker or writer wants
 
us to approach a subject and how that speaker or writer
 
feels about that svibject.
 
Style as meaning is quite subjective: Do all the
 
attributes of style seem in harmony with the perceived
 
meaning of the passage? For instance, if the writer wishes
 
to convey something sensory to us, does the diction selected
 
succeed? Are the words concrete and appropriate to the
 
subject and tone?
 
Syntax has a good deal to tell us about efficiency:
 
Are the various elements of the sentence arranged in such a
 
way to communicate the message, not only accurately, but
 
also with the emotional emphasis where the writer or speaker
 
might most reasonably waiit it? Is ambiguity avoided? Is
 
there undue stress on the audience's short term memory?
 
Modification can tell us much about whether diction is
 
carefully selected or not. Precise selection of nouns and
 
verbs will probably result in less modification. Modifica
 
tion and the emotional character of the passage are closely
 
related: Is modification through adjectives and adverbs or
 
through phrases and subordinate clauses? Phrases and
 
subordinate clauses are much more versatile for various
 
reasons.
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Rhythm is extremely important in maintaining the atten
 
tion of the audience: Is the rhythm in harmony with
 
meaning? Does it assist in emphasizing the meaning and mood
 
desired by the speaker? In excellent prose, rhythm is every
 
bit as important as it is in excellent poetry.
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Introduction
 
It would be agreeable and pleasant if a stylistic 
examination of a piece of prose could be approached through 
a finite and agreed upon set of concrete factors. This, 
alas, is not the case. A plethora of methods exist; some 
objective, e.g. word counts, syntax patterns etc.; some 
subjective, e.g. Ohmann's "style as meaning"; and some 
straddle both worlds, e.g. style as examined through 
Generative Grammar. No one approach seems satisfactory; 
yet none seems irrelevant. And to attempt them all is a 
Herculean effort bound to enmesh the examiner in a web of 
conflicting, overlapping perspectives that promptly strangle 
him — a blessing ■— instead of allowing him to go slowly 
mad. Therefore, choices must be made. Iwill dabble in 
both the objective and svibjective worlds. Iwill, further, 
be consistent and approach each selection in the same or, at 
least, a similar manner. 
Iwas tempted to use a different approach with each 
piece. This would be less tedious for me and more interest 
ing for the reader. There is, however, a defect in that 
modus operandi: one could not trust the validity of data 
comparison between the different procedures. At least when 
using the same analytical method with each piece, we can 
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recognize consistency or inconsistency in results. That
 
will not prove the accuracy of the results; however, I
 
should be right or wrong consistently.
 
My procedure will be roughly as follows: I will
 
examine the obvious physical surface features: types of
 
sentences, length of sentences, numbers of words, numbers of
 
syllables, various aspects of diction, and various patterns
 
of syntax; and I will do this loosely using- Walker Gibson's
 
"A Model T Style Machine" from Touah. Sweet and Stuffy. I
 
will examine a few sentences from various selections by
 
means of a very superficial application of Transformational
 
Grammar; and, lastly, I will attempt a subjective examina
 
tion of some selections applying Richard M. Ohmann's theory
 
that form and content are identical.
 
I will deal separately with rhythm. I realize that it
 
is an integral part of the whole relative to form and
 
content, and I will not ignore it in my initial examination
 
if I feel its effect pertinent to content. I feel, however,
 
that Churchillian rhythm is a salient factor in Churchill's
 
style — much more so than with most writers; therefore, a
 
separate examination might be valuable.
 
I recognize that Gibson's "A Model T Style Machine"
 
deals exclusively with American English. Since I am not
 
using Gibson's work in a strict sense, but, instead, as an
 
informal guide, and since the variations in idiom between
 
the grapholects are not gross, the minor variations that
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would probably occur in the percentage scales would, I
 
believe, be insignificant.
 
As a final note, I took the excerpts and speeches
 
examined in the following pages from Churchill Speaks by
 
Robert Rhodes James. This is a highly abridged edition of
 
Churchill's complete speeches. Both collections are taken
 
from Hansard's Par1iamisntarv Debates. which became a
 
verbatim report beginning in 1911.
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Biographical Sketch
 
Sir Winston Churchill may well have been the finest
 
orator in the English speaking world during the twentieth
 
century. An article from Time magazine stated that
 
Churchill was one of England's "profoundest initiates in the
 
artifices of rhetoric"^; also, according to Halbert F.
 
Gulley an instructor of communications skills at the
 
University of Iowa, he was "widely recognized as one of the
 
outstanding speakers of our time."^ But the concept of
 
rhetoric is complex. And to understand an excellent
 
rhetorician is, first of all, to look at the man as a whole.
 
Churchill was a soldier, adventurer, journalist, historian,
 
novelist, politician, and an orator of great skill. And
 
upon my investigation of his past, I find that his rhetori
 
cal skill becomes the final product of those endeavors, plus
 
many qualities of character not so easily defined. To
 
appreciate his rhetorical skills and to have a fuller under
 
standing of his somewhat unique style, it is necessary to
 
look to his past ~ we must have a better understanding of
 
the man.
 
In his youth he was a terrible student. He obviousli^
 
was not dull, only unmotivated in certain areas. If a
 
subject did not interest him at first blush, he did his best
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to ignore it. At Harrow he was ranked the lowest in his
 
class, and at Sandhurst ROyal Military College his perform
 
ance was mediocre. Churchill says of himself, "By being so
 
long in the lowest form I gained an immense advantage over
 
the cleverer boys. They all went on learning Latin and
 
Greek. .. But I was taught English. Mr. Somervell — a
 
delightful man, to whom my debt is great — was charged with
 
the duty of teaching the stupidest boys the most disregarded
 
thing ~ namely, to write mere English.. . .I learnt it
 
thoroughly. Thus, I got into my bones the essential
 
structure of the ordinary British sentence — which is a
 
noble thing. At the same time this was going on, L. M.
 
Moriarty was tutoring him for five terms in history and
 
composition. So Churchill's reluctance to apply himself
 
initially resulted in much tutoring and attention to basic
 
skills which others did not receive. While others were
 
composing epigrams in Latin or Greek, Churchill was becoming
 
a master of English; he was developing, at the same time, a
 
firm foundation and appreciation for history.
 
After finishing at Sandhurst, he went to Cuba to
 
observe the insurrection of 1895. He began his professional
 
writing career at this point with articles for the Dailv
 
Graphic beginning on December 13, 1895. A short time later
 
he was assigned his first military post in India. During
 
this time he wrote his only work of fiction: Savrola. From
 
this time on, from India to North and South Africa, he
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adventured, studied, and wrote. He seems to have been a
 
natural writer from the beginning. As Manfred Weidhorn in
 
his survey of Churchill's writings says.
 
In a sense, Churchill the author was born,
 
like Athena, fully mature. We find already
 
in his early works many of the ideas and
 
structural devices, as well as the sophisti
 
cation of style, humor, and imagery, that
 
were to mark his writing through the decades.
 
... He is also an adventurer who enters
 
the story nearly halfway through, and his
 
entry changes the work from impersonal
 
history to personal recollections. ... The
 
subject being history and Churchill in
 
history, the result is that peculiar blend of
 
journalism and memoir which was to character
 
ize his world war books and which anticipated
 
Norman Mailer's oscillation between histori
 
cal and novelistic techniques in The Armies
 
of the Night.^
 
Churchill not only wrote history in his own peculiar
 
fashion, he also felt quite free to criticize the military
 
and political experts on their performance. He must have
 
had a perceptive eye, although he was roundly criticized for
 
his book on British military performance in India, The
 
Malakand Field Force; it was later to be officially required
 
reading for officers planning for promotion.^
 
Churchill had a quick and discerning mind. While in
 
Cviba he noted that European military strategy was ineffec
 
tive against irregular, mobile, and dispersed soldiers; and
 
that the Spanish should concentrate their forces instead of
 
wasting them chasing guerrillas through the forests. In the
 
Boer War he was quick to recognize the little understood
 
efficacy of the modern long range rifle. He recommended the
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use of more artillery fire, fewer cavalry charges, the
 
substitution of side-arms for swords, and the addition of
 
machine guns to the arsenal of cavalry regiments. What is
 
noteworthy in all this, beyond his perception, is his flexi
 
bility — his willingness to discard old concepts. He had a
 
well developed and pragmatic imagination.
 
Churchill was political to his very bones. His family
 
had served King, Queen, and Country with distinction since
 
the seventeenth century; and Winston was immersed in the
 
history and glory of his ancestors. One of his most
 
successful histories is his biography of his ancestor John
 
Churchill, who became the Duke of Marlborough.
 
Lastly, as a youth, Churchill had an attitude, mellowed
 
by time, which he never lost; he relished danger; he
 
exalted in life; he loved the unexpected — he was a
 
romantic; however, he was no war lover. In The Sword and
 
t^ Pen, Manfred Weidhorn quotes Churchill as saying, "Ah,
 
horrible war, amazing medley of the glorious and the squalid,
 
the pitiful and the sublime, if modern men of light and
 
learning saw your face closer, simple folk would see it
 
hardly ever."® ,
 
We now have a sketch of the man. And a man's rhetoric
 
is a product of the total make—up of his history, personal
 
ity, intelligence, and talent. How and why did Churchill
 
write and speak in a way to make him not only effective but
 
famous?
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Winston Churchill was among the last major politicians
 
to conceive and write all of his books and speeches. He
 
took immense pride in his work, and dealt with it as an art
 
form. His preparation was meticulous, and he spent a very
 
large portion of his preparation on acquiring factual
 
information about his subject and in verifying and
 
reverifying those facts. In his later years, he hired a
 
staff of professionals: historians and secretaries and the
 
like, to assist him in this work. Vihen he could, and in his
 
later years he always did, he dictated his work. He was
 
most concerned with how his prose sounded, whether it be a
 
speech or book. He wanted in all of his work an artistic
 
quality of tone, rhythm, and balance. While he was always
 
the rhetorical artist, Churchill, like Burke, Gibbon and
 
Macaulay, was not an objective historian. Most of his
 
historical work had a classical rhetorical quality to it.
 
It was designed to persuade, in the larger sense, by
 
pointing out what Churchill believed to be errors committed
 
in the past which should be avoided in the future.^
 
Winston Churchill's books and speeches were prepared in
 
the same manner, although his ultimate abilities as a
 
speaker necessitated acquiring further skills. All British
 
master politicians had to appear before three audiences:
 
the constituents on the campaign trail, colleagues in
 
Parliament, and the national public. Each required special
 
skills, and Churchill mastered all. By campaigning in the
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British fashion, he was required to meet with small groups
 
of sometimes hostile and raucous constituents. Here he
 
learned poise and the ability to think quickly and speak
 
intelligently. In Parliamentary debate, Churchill saw his
 
audience as a club of equals. He always preferred well-

prepared and memorized speeches. He abhorred long-winded
 
speakers who would not get to the point. Churchill said of
 
Ramsey MacDonald,
 
We know that he has, more than any other man,
 
the gift of compressing the largest amount of
 
words into the smallest amount of thought.®
 
The third audience was the general public and, in
 
Churchill's case, the world. These were speeches sometimes
 
delivered before Parliament — but not directed at
 
Parliament — and very often delivered on the radio to be
 
broadcast in Britain, Europe, and America. These speeches
 
were of up to 10,000 words and took twelve to fourteen hours
 
to prepare. In these speeches, Churchill dealt with the
 
long view of the problems relating to the Second World War.
 
And in them he followed certain self-imposed rules. He
 
never criticized others or a war policy unless he had issued
 
a warning before the fact. This very often made it possible
 
for him to establish a major premise sometimes months or
 
even years in advance. He usually stated the facts, even if
 
they were unpleasant, trusted the common people, and gave
 
good, positive leadership. He believed national leaders to
 
be responsible for molding public opinion, not being
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themselves molded by the public. "Nothing is more dangerous
 
in wartime," he said, "than to live in the temperamental
 
atmosphere of a Gallup poll, always feeling one's pulse and
 
taking one's temperature."^ Churchill knew his audience —
 
the primary step in becoming a good rhetorician.
 
When discussing the more technical aspects of
 
Churchill's rhetorical style, the first point that comes to
 
mind is his insistence on simplicity. His primary concern
 
in technique was precision and lucidity. He had a
 
predilection for monosyllabic speech. The Late Viscount
 
Simon said of this preference.
 
One of the reasons for Churchill's addiction
 
to monosyllabic speech is his dislike of the
 
use of unnecessary adjectives. He wants on
 
occasion to cut[ down the expression of his
 
thought to thelbare bones and only uses an
 
epithet when iit adds something....
 
Adjectives in ^ n English sentence are to many >
 
people mere padding, but to Churchill an
 
adjective is used as a sort of supercharger
 
to add to the explosive force of the noun it
 
qualifies.
 
When structuring sentences, however, he preferred a mix of
 
both the simple and coitplex. Churchill says, "To make a
 
short sentence or succe
ssion of short sentences tell —
 
they should be sandwiched in between lengthy and sonorous
 
periods. The contrast is effective.
 
When we move beyond the superficial structures of
 
Churchillian rhetoric. the next stylistic technique notice
 
able is his use of histcjrical references to support his
 
argument. Churchill's abiding interest in history and his
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firm belief that historical parallels existed between the
 
past and present led him to use historical incidents
 
liberally in his speeches. An analysis of the first twenty-

two speeches delivered in his first nine months as Prime
 
Minister shows historical references used one—hundred and
 
fifty times. sometimes they would be specific, such as a
 
reference to the Crusaders or Knights of the Round Table,
 
and other times broader in historical framework, such as a
 
reference in one of his speeches to Hitler's "monstrous
 
tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, lamentable catalogue
 
of human crime."^^ He very often used historical references
 
as a means of proof to establish truth and to inspire his
 
listeners. This was not a rhetorical gimmick. He believed
 
what he said, and this was, to him, a most effective way to
 
make his point. This is why Churchill in both his histories
 
and speeches was a rhetorician in the supreme classical
 
mold. He sifted through the data for what he believed was
 
the thread of truth and used all the devices of logic and
 
rhetoric to support his position. He was not a modern
 
scholar; he was instead a preacher: he rigorously advocated
 
right conduct as he saw it.
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Definition of Terms
 
1. 	Simple sentence: a sentence that consists of one
 
independent clause, e.g. "We have
 
before us an ordeal of the most
 
grievous kind." (sentence 1, final
 
paragraph of "Blood, Toil, Tears and
 
Sweat")
 
2. 	Compound sentence: a sentence consisting of two or more
 
independent clauses, e.g. "All's
 
quiet upon the Western Front; and
 
today, this Saturday, so far,
 
nothing has happened on the sea or
 
in the air." (sentence 1, first
 
paragraph of "A Hideous State of
 
I
 
Alarm and Menace")
 
3. Complex sentence: 	 a sentence consisting of at least
 
one independent and one dependent
 
clause, e.g., "We must not underrate
 
the gravity of the task which lies
 
before us or the temerity of the
 
ordeal, to which we shall not be
 
found unequal." (sentence 1,
 
paragraph 2 of "War")
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4. Compound/Complex:
 
5. Loose sentence:
 
6. Balanced sentence:
 
a sentence consisting of two or more
 
independent clauses and at least one
 
dependent, e.g. "Almost the whole
 
world is locked in deadly struggle,
 
and, with the most terrible weapons
 
which science can devise, the
 
nations advance upon each other."
 
(sentence 5, first paragraph of "A
 
Strange Christmas Eve")
 
a sentence in which the main idea
 
comes early and modification —
 
phrases and dependent clauses —
 
come last, e.g. "I feel a sense of
 
unity and fraternal association
 
which, added to the kindliness of
 
your welcome, convinces me that I
 
have a right to sit at your fireside
 
and share your Christmas joys."
 
(sentence 3, first paragraph of "A
 
Strange Christmas Eve")
 
a compound sentence where the
 
independent clauses each carry a
 
similar rhetorical weight, e.g. "At
 
this time I feel entitled to claim
 
the aid of all, and I say, "Come
 
then, let us go forward together
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with our united strength." (sentence
 
11, last paragraph of "Blood, Toil,
 
Tears and Sweat")
 
7. 	Periodic sentence: A sentence in which the main idea is
 
delayed until the end. All modifi
 
cation precedes the grammatical
 
termination of the sentence, e.g.
 
"Tough, stout-hearted Dutch,
 
Belgians, Luxembourgers, tormented,
 
mishandled, shamefully castaway
 
peoples of Yugoslavia, glorious
 
Greece, now subjected to the
 
crowning insult of the rule of the
 
Italian jackanapes; yield not an
 
inch!" (sentence 9, final paragraph
 
of "The Atlantic Charter")
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Chapter 1
 
Preliminary Examination of Sentences: Grammatical
 
In my samples there are a total of sixty-nine
 
sentences: twenty-five simple, thirteen compound, twenty
 
complex, and eleven compound/complex.
 
There now arises an issue that must be dealt with at
 
the outset. I am dealing with oratorical prose; therefore,
 
some of the compound and compound/complex grammatical
 
structures would not be heard as such. For example,
 
sentence six in "The Atlantic Charter" "Be sure of your
 
selves, Czechs: your independence shall be restored." As
 
written, this sentence could have the subordinate conjunc
 
tion "because" in the place of the colon. It is then a
 
complex sentence. As spoken, though, two ringing simple
 
sentences cbuld be the result. A pause at the colon would
 
be all that is necessary. And, in my opinion, particularly
 
after listening to recordings of Churchill speaking, I feel
 
certain there was a pause at this point. So here stands a
 
warning to the reader: Churchill made rhetorical choices;
 
through pauses and emphasis, he altered what we see on the
 
written page to improve the persuasive quality of the
 
passage. I will do my best to reconstruct them.
 
Once the rhetorical (oratorical) adjustments have been
 
made, there are.thirty-six simple, nine compound, twenty-one
 
complex, and ten compound/complex sentences. A pattern
 
skewed so heavily toward simple sentences reflects prefer
 
ence. I discern three reasons for Churchill's partiality
 
for simple sentences: brief sentences are sometimes used to
 
interrupt and break the potential monotony of lengthier
 
structures, e.g. sentence four in "A Hideous State of Alarm
 
and Menace,'V and sentence ten in "War"; some are long and
 
demonstrate a superb handling of subordination, e.g.
 
sentence nine in "The Atlantic Charter," and sentence two in
 
"A Hideous state of Alarm and Menace"; and finally, and I
 
believe most importantly, the simple sentence, when used by
 
Churchill, can be tantamount to a boxer's favorite blow —
 
when used, the receiving party is well aware that he or she
 
has been forcefully addressed. The rhetorical point is
 
lean, hard, direct and memorable. Churchill was a master of
 
minimalism. Examples of this talent are the first five
 
sentences of "Their Finest Hour."
 
Out of sixty-nine sentences only one is strictly passive
 
— sentence five in "Their Finest Hour." Ten other sentences
 
have passive clauses in compound structures or embedded sub
 
ordinate clauses. I will examine the reasons for this
 
later; however, a few points should be made now. It is
 
quite obvious that Churchill keeps the passive voice under
 
tight control. Heffernan and Lincoln state, ". .. if you
 
do not keep the passive voice under control, it can paralyze
 
your writing ... it will make them [sentences] wordy,
 
stagnant, boring, dead."^^ This, of course, is well known
 
among accomplished writers. Churchill, however, carries
 
this admonition another step (as I will demonstrate in the
 
chapters to come); he knows when and how to use the passive
 
voice to enhance the power of his oratorical prose. Another
 
reason for Churchill's avoiding passive sentences is his
 
skill at compressing concepts into their most efficient
 
frame. Passive structures generally require more words than
 
active. They require an extension of the verb phrase with a
 
form of the verb "to be," and, usually, an addition of a
 
"by" phrase: Bill killed the duck; the duck was killed by
 
Bill. However, the preceding does not mean the passive is
 
anathema. At certain times, good rhetorical reasons exist
 
for its use. As Perrin states, "Passive verbs may be less
 
frequent, but they have several important uses. The object,
 
the goal, may be more important, in the writer's mind, than
 
the doer: . .. In indefinite statements the passive is
 
often used when the actors may not be known or are not to be
 
named in the statement: . . . The passive allows various
 
degrees of emphasis by placing the name of the act or of the
 
doer at the end . . . Sometimes the passive shows a change
 
in the relation between subject and verb."^^
 
Examination of Sentences: Rhetorical
 
Defining sentences rhetorically is tricky business: a
 
high percentage of sentences do not fall into a neat
 
category; loose, periodic, or balanced; therefore, I have in
 
many instances defined a particular sentence as being in one
 
or more of the categories mentioned. The breakdown is as
 
follows: loose (41), periodic (4), balanced (8), loose/
 
balanced (11), periodic/loose (2), loose/periodic/balanced
 
(3). It is worth noting at this juncture that Churchill
 
maintains a predominantly informal approach to rhetorical
 
structure in his oratory. The predominance of loose
 
sentences attests to this. As Singleton says, "... a
 
loose sentence approximates the unstudied structure of
 
speech, it is relatively informal."^® This is further
 
supported by Lazarus and Smith who say, "The loose
 
sentence ... is the normal English sentence. It has the
 
flow of conversation."^^ I emphasize this because, I
 
believe, it will ultimately be a highly significant factor
 
in Churchill's technique: the aura of informality; the
 
appearance of a mind at work while speaking (in Churchill's
 
case, I feel a misconception since he memorized most of his
 
speeches). Also, the use of all rhetorical types, particu
 
larly periodic, demonstrate a flexibility — as I will show
 
later, a studied flexibility^ ^ —on Churchill's part.
 
I might as well say it now as later. I believe nothing
 
in Churchill's oratorical prose is left to chance. He con
 
structed his prose with the precision of a master watchmaker
 
or the weaver of a magnificent, complex, multi-hued, Persian
 
carpet. As William Shirer says, "Churchill did a great deal
 
of revising. He would take the first draft of what he had
 
dictated, go over it with a pencil, crossing out and rewrit­
ing, and dictate it again, and then repeat the process until
 
he was satisfied with it... . He meditated on what he
 
wished to say and then revised and revised, refined and
 
refined."^®
 
Sentences: Length
 
The average length of a grammatical sentence in the
 
works I am examining is 25.69 words. The average for
 
rhetorical is 23.02. The average number of syllables/
 
grammatical sentence is 33.9, and for rhetorical is 30.3.
 
The average number of syllables per word overall is 1.39.
 
These figures standing alone tell little. It can be seen,
 
though, that Churchill spoke a very lean Anglo-Saxon prose.
 
Latinate diction does not appear at first blush to be
 
favored. At this point it might be surmised that he
 
preferred words of few syllables and concrete character.
 
Chapter 2
 
The Final Paragraph of
 
"A Hideous State of Alarm and Menace"
 
March 30, 1940. Broadcast London.
 
1. 	All's quiet upon the Western Front; and today, this
 
Saturday, so far, nothing has happened on the sea or in
 
the 	air.
 
2. 	But more than a million German soldiers, including all
 
their active divisions and armored divisions, are drawn
 
up ready to attack, at a few hours notice, all along the
 
frontiers of Luxembourg, of Belgium and of Holland.
 
3. 	At any moment these neutral countries may be subjected
 
to an avalanche of steel and fire; and the decision
 
rests in the hands of a haunted, morbid being, who, to
 
their eternal shame, the German peoples in their
 
bewilderment have worshipped as a god.
 
4. 	That is the situation of Europe tonight.
 
5. 	And can anyone wonder that we are determined to bring
 
such a hideous state of alarm and menace to an end, and
 
to bring it to an end as soon as may be, and to bring it
 
to an end once and for all?
 
6. 	Few there are tonight who, looking back on these last
 
seven months, would doubt that the British and French
 
peoples were right to draw the sword of justice and of
 
retribution.
 
7. 	Fewer still there are who would wish to sheathe it till
 
its somber, righteous work was done.
 
Before I comment on diction, observe closely the
 
symmetry relative to the seven sentences in this paragraph.
 
Their word counts are 22, 37, 44, 7, 44, 31 and 17. The
 
paragraph begins and ends with sentences of moderate length;
 
then sentences two/three and five/six are lengthy with three
 
and five perfectly balanced at forty-four words each. Then,
 
in the middle, functioning as fulcrum, we have a short
 
seven-word sentence, declarative and simple, breaking what
 
ini^ht have been a monotonous string of four lengthy
 
sentences. Chance, possibly but unlikely. This paragraph
 
has been molded to attain a satisfying rhythm.
 
When scanning the diction it becomes quickly apparent
 
that Churchill favored a reasonable balance between
 
concrete/abstract and specific/general nouns and adjectives
 
(see illustration #2).
 
When making judgments as I have just done, I leave much
 
room for disagreement; yet I feel, considering the ambiguous
 
of some of these words, that I am reasonably close
 
to the mark. Here, Churchill's use of concrete and/or
 
specific nouns and adjectives is slightly over 50%. Con
 
crete diction communicates directly to our senses, abstract
 
to our intellect. If a speaker or a writer wishes to draw
 
 his or her audience forward to sense —• to touch, to see, to
 
smell, to hear, hate, fear, or love — that writer must
 
entangle the audience in a web of words that stimulate the
 
desired senses — even the emotional. Singleton says.
 
We live in a sense world; our perceptioiB of
 
the world around us come first through our
 
senses. Consequently, sense words are mbre
 
readily understandable, more rich in asspci­
ated meanings, than non-sense words....}
 
Concrete words are sense words, words which
 
directly call to mind what can be seen or
 
heard or felt or smelled or tasted or
 
experienced as tension...
 
However, this world and man's intellect do not function
 
solely on the senses. Being able to think abstractly is one
 
characteristic that distinguishes man from the lower
 
species. Churchill's diction shows he was also a man of
 
ideas.
 
Walker Gibson's "A Model T Style Machine" gives us a
 
rational and objective approach to determining tc^ne of
 
prose. He divides tone into three types;
 
(1) (tough) a hard fellow who has been around
 
in a violent world and who pays us very
 
little mind: (2) (sweet) an affable fellow
 
who is explicitly familiar with us and who
 
knows just who we are: (3) (stuffy) a
 
bloodless fellow who often speaks for an
 
organization and not for himself, and who
 
keeps his distance from us.^®
 
One would suspect Churchill would fall between the first two
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categories. According to Gibson's criteria, a tough-talker
 
would use a highly lean or Spartan tone. This woilld be best
 
manifested by monosyllables and a low incidence of words of
 
  
 
 
three or more syllables. Gibson uses the percei]itages of 70%
 
or over for monosyllables and under 10% for three or more
 
syllables. In this paragraph Churchill uses 145 monosylla­
■ ■ i 
bles or 71%, and 17 tri-syllables or 8%. A straight
 
forward, no nonsense tough-talker indeed. Gibson's criteria
 
for the tough-talker's use of first and second personal
 
pronouns is no more than one/100 words. Churchill uses one
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in 202 words: "we" is used in sentence #5. This is tough 
' I 
oratory; however, Churchill is not consistent in|avoiding
 
first and second personal pronouns, as we will see later.
 
This is a chilling, impersonal, blunt, and portentous final
 
paragraph. And the subject dictated the tone. is this
 
examination proceeds through the six selections, I believe
 
it will become evident that Churchill will not allow us to
 
comfortably categorize him. He will be here, then there —
 
as he sees fit. i
 
For the tough-talker, finite verbs should rviin over 10%.
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In this paragraph Churchill is close to 7.4%. This is a low
 
percentage for a passage that seems quite verbal. I am sure
 
the six infinitives and occasional participles and partici
 
ple phrases contribute to this. This is helped further by
 
the active nature of all the sentences except the first
 
clause of sentence #3. The siibjects are clear and stressed.
 
Even the passive clause is powerful; the victims purposely
 
placed first for stress and the passive subject modified
 
brilliantly. But I am getting ahead of myself.
 
Churchill's use of true adjectives is controlled and
 
spare. And intensifiers in this passage are non-existent.
 
There is no unnecessary verbal padding. By using the right
 
adjectives — adjectives which are designed primarily to
 
specify, i.e. armored divisions, neutral countries — he
 
brings greater precision to his nouns without the need for
 
additional help. Only six of the adjectives are of an
 
abstract nature. And only five are emotive: "haunted,"
 
"morbid," "hideous," "somber," and "righteous." Gibson says
 
under 10% total adjectives is tough. We have here 6.4%.
 
since adjectives and adverbs are so rare, curiosity demands
 
that I examine modifying clauses and phrases. There are
 
twenty-two: ten adjective and twelve adverb. And of the
 
eleven adverb modifiers, ten deal with time. He constantly
 
stresses time through modification. Those adverb phrases
 
and clauses give an intensity — an ominous intensity — to
 
the tone and meaning of the passage. Other syntactic and
 
rhythmic factors I will deal with in their proper place.
 
This passage is active and verbal. Yet, there is a presence
 
of nominals. His independent clauses are verbal which
 
rapidly and actively inform, while the subordinate clauses
 
and phrases expand and emphasize, giving a balance to the
 
whole.
 
In the following breakdown of sentence #2 into kernel
 
sentences, my concern is to locate emphasis and demonstrate
 
Churchill's mastery of subordination. My background in
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Transformational Grammar is not extensive enough to ferret
 
out his unique pattern of transformations. That is the
 
realm of the linguistic expert.
 
I believe the following analysis is close to the mark;
 
1) Soldiers are drawn up. 
2) Soldiers attack. 
3) They are German soldiers. 
4) The German soldiers are ready to attack. 
5) All are ready. 
6) The German soldiers' divisions are active. 
7) The German soldiers' divisions are armored. 
8) The Geirman soldiers are ready to attack at a 
few hours notice.
 
9) The German soldiers are ready to attack along
 
the frontiers.
 
10) The German soldiers are ready to attack
 
Luxembourg.
 
11) The German soldiers are ready to attack
 
Belgium.
 
12) The German soldiers are ready to attack
 
Holland.
 
The obvious point is the high degree of subordination
 
achieved moving from deep to surface structure. Next, the
 
transformations result in modifying phrases, not clauses,
 
and thirdly, is the constant implied reference in the
 
surface structure to German soldiers. There is no shift of
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subject. Churchi11 threw at his audience with each phrase
 
the concept of the ihenace of German soldiers. And if one
 
follows into the first clause of sentence three — the
 
passive clause — he uses German soldiers again as the
 
subject of the implied "by" phrase. Churchill knew nothing
 
of Transformational Gra.mmar; however, he knew what evil he
 
wanted haunting the minds of those listening to him. In
 
this sentence, he gave no relief.
 
To examine prose relative to form and content one must
 
be subjective. From here on, I must stand alone with only
 
perception and common sense as guides. I will deal with
 
whatever factors of style and content seem relevant.
 
This paragraph begins with one of the few compound
 
sentences in my samples. The first independent clause,
 
"All's quiet upon the Western Front;" is an ominous echo
 
from the First World War. This clause would undoubtedly
 
strike his audience forcefully, preparing them to expect the
 
worst. It would have chilling significance for them all.
 
Then come three adverb phrases of time: "and today," "this
 
Saturday," "so far," each more specific as it is stated,
 
leading the audience, and building tension. Then he
 
releases some of the tension: "Nothing has happened on the
 
sea or in the air." However, one cannot escape the effect
 
of the count-down atmosphere created by those three adverb
 
phrases of time. Notice also the specific and/or concrete
 
nature of the diction: "quiet," "Western Front," "today,"
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 "Saturday," "sea" and "air." He ominously says nothing
 
about the land. He is talking places, times, and atmos
 
phere. He could have said "nothing is happening with the
 
war." But, he uses "sea" and "air." Ships being torpedoed,
 
planes falling in flames are images that come to mind.
 
Churchill wants your imagination full of concrete horrors,
 
not ambling comfortably with abstractions. War is specific,
 
concrete horror. At this point, he holds the audience to
 
that fact. So, the first sentence is forceful, informative,
 
concrete, specific, verbal, active, and, as a competently
 
designed compound should be, balanced. The next sentence
 
begins with the contrastive "but," referring back to the
 
previous sentence. Churchill now lays down some unpleasant
 
and portentous facts. Specificity is a definition in
 
degree. Here he is well within the specific. He does not
 
say the "enemy" or "enemy army," he uses "million German
 
soldiers" and then follows with a participial phrase telling
 
us more about them: "including all their active divisions
 
and armored divisions. . ." Then there are two adjective
 
phrases modifying soldiers telling us that those soldiers
 
are "drawn up" and "ready to attack." And finally, we have
 
an adverb phrase telling "when" followed by another telling
 
"where." So the sentence begins by creating an image in the
 
minds of the audience of a massive modern German army, then
 
slightly alters the image. We now see helmeted soldiers,
 
trucks, and tanks "drawn up" and impatiently waiting the
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signal "to attack" along the "frontiers" of three small,
 
helpless countries. I say "small" and "helpless" because by
 
giving the names of all three specifically, preceding each
 
country by the preposition "of," Churchill was emphasizing
 
each individually. We cannot think of them as a group; we
 
hear them listed as future victims. And the image of a
 
small, neutral, peaceful country comes to mind with each.
 
Now comes an adverb phrase of time. "At any mo
 
ment. . ." He holds us in the grip of time. A foreboding,
 
unpleasant tension continues to be woven through the rhetor
 
ical tapestry of this paragraph. We now have the adjective
 
"neutral" used. These three countries will be victims; not
 
only three countries, but neutral countries. He modifies
 
with a salient fact to throw indirect odium upon the
 
Germans. Now comes the modal "may" beginning the predicate.
 
Churchill is not absolutely sure of the attack — a careful
 
man. However it comes, it will be "an avalanche of steel
 
and fire; .. . (a very effective metaphor for Blitzkrieg).
 
His audience knew what happened to Poland. The metaphor
 
would have been unpleasantly potent and timely. Now comes
 
the first reference to Hitler. It is cleverly done; and, I
 
believe, it expresses Churchill's true feelings. The
 
decision for all the impending evil rests"in the hands of a
 
haunted, morbid being.. . . Hitler's name is not used.
 
That would give him a human quality. Churchill does not
 
want that. Instead the word "being" is substituted: no
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species, no sex — a thing. "Being" allows our minds to
 
begin ranging over the animal kingdom, but Churchill does
 
restrict us to a set of unhealthy creatures: beings whose
 
minds are sick with evil thoughts, cursed with malicious
 
phantoms.
 
Churchill now turns to the German people whom he holds
 
responsible. He begins with the adjective phrase "to their
 
eternal shame" modifying German peoples, and then follows
 
with an adverb phrase "in their bewilderment." He blames
 
them; yet he does not attribute evil to them. They are con
 
fused; they should be ashamed. There are two reasons for
 
this: Churchill is still hoping that the Germans will come
 
to their senses and excise Hitler from their midst. He is
 
quite aware of Versailles and the stupidity that must be
 
shared by all Europe in allowing the present situation to
 
develop. He knows how the Germans suffered; he knows how
 
the peace was lost.
 
He now finishes the sentence with, "have worshipped as
 
a god." A truism. Hitler functioned as a savior — evil,
 
but a savior. This is possibly why, along with its being
 
rhetorically powerful, the word "god" terminates the
 
sentence. Also, it gives Churchill a target for his two
 
biblical phrases later on. This gives a recursive and
 
antithetical quality to sentences three, six, and seven.
 
Now comes the fulcrum sentence. It is short to break
 
the potential monotony of a series of longer sentences; it
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is a laconic and pregnant statement of fact; it is a melan
 
choly and sober summing up. At the same time, it functions
 
as a pivot to three sentences that are a rhetorical counter
 
balance to the strong specific and/or concrete diction of
 
the first three sentences. We now have a grander style with
 
abstract nouns and adjectives: "hideous state of alarm and
 
menace," "to draw the sword of justice and of retribution,"
 
"till its somber, righteous work is done." In sentence five
 
he uses the only personal pronoun — "we" — in the para
 
graph. He now reaches for the audience in the tone of a
 
preacher to his congregation. These last three sentences
 
have a definite rhythm unlike the first three. Notice the
 
balance between the two terminating infinitive phrases in
 
sentence five. These three sentences are not as technically
 
interesting as the first four because they appeal to the
 
emotions. We, the audience, do not conjure up concrete
 
images. The moral tone is high. It is not stated explicit
 
ly; however, God is on our side against the evil God of the
 
Germans. The avenging angel, slashing with the "sword of
 
justice and retribution" will destroy evil, all in all a
 
well fabricated balance to the first three sentences. And
 
it is an uplifting, morale-building sequence of sentences to
 
finish the speech and break the somber mood created by
 
the first four.
 
Notice in this paragraph that most embedding is right
 
branching: Churchill embeds immediately to the right of the
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modified object. On two occasions only do we have left
 
branching: the beginning of sentence three, "At any
 
moment," and, again in sentence three, "to their eternal
 
shame." The first example functions as an effective
 
sentence opener maintaining the tension created by the
 
"time" motif. The second example is one of two adjective
 
phrases modifying "the German peoples." I see two good
 
reasons for one preceding the noun clause and the other
 
immediately following: having both precede the object would
 
be awkward because of the length of this train of modifiers
 
delaying the announced object, and it would be rhythmically
 
poor; having them follow would again be rhythmically out
 
of balance. By splitting them, we have a pleasant rhythm of
 
6-5-6 syllables, while delay getting to the object is not
 
prolonged.
 
The illustration of etymology of nouns and verbs
 
requires an explanation. The illustration reads from left
 
to right. The coliamn the word first appears in specifies
 
its origin. Then moving right, one can follow the word's
 
progress toward absorption into English. The letters
 
occasionally following a word are for specificity: MF-

Middle French, OF-0Id French. This specifies at what
 
period the word entered that particular language (usually
 
French) from the previous language. The words are listed as
 
they appear progressively through the text. In succeeding
 
chapters, some terms will be followed by a date. The date
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denotes when that word entered modern English. These are
 
words which, until that date, had not existed in the English
 
lexicon and were intentionally brought forward by some man
 
of letters from their language of origin. Usually, this is
 
from Latin to Modern English with no intervening steps. One
 
last point. I do not show on the illustration the etymolog
 
ical evolution of the word. The illustration only shows
 
origin and adoption of the term by other languages.
 
When examining origins of diction — nouns and verbs —
 
it is evident that Churchill preferred Anglo—Saxon terminol
 
ogy (see illustration #2). Anglo-Saxon is usually more
 
forceful. It is more concrete, specific, and, therefore,
 
sensual. It rivets the audience emotionally by drawing them
 
into the action. They feel, see and hear. They are now
 
allowed to utilize only their intellects. Notice also that
 
some of the Latin cognates — "front," "air," "soldier," and
 
"people" — have some of the same qualities as the Anglo-

Saxon terms. Churchill seems to make a conscious effort to
 
avoid abstractions unless he specifically chooses not to.
 
There are numerous abstract terms used, particularly in the
 
second half of the speech when he is easing the tension
 
created in the first three paragraphs. However, even here,
 
he maintains a grip on the abstractions by interspersing
 
concrete words. Churchill prefers that we sense his meaning
 
as well as perceive it intellectually. And his stress is on
 
sense.
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Quality of Diction: Nouns and Adjectives - Illustration #1
 
Sentence concrete abstract specific general 
quiet Western 
#1 front today 
sea 
air 
active Million soldiers 
armored German divisions 
#2 hours frontier divisions 
Luxembourg few 
Belgium 
Holland 
#3 
avalanche 
Steel 
fire 
hands 
moment 
neutral 
decision 
haunted 
German any 
countries 
people 
god morbid 
being 
shame 
bewilderment 
#4 situation Europe
 
tonight
 
hideous we anyone 
alarm it 
#5 menace it 
end 
end 
end 
justice tonight few 
sword retribution seven 
#6 months 
British 
French peoples 
somber it fewer 
#7 righteous its 
work 
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Origin of Nouns and Verbs -

Anglo-Saxon Latin 

front
 
Saturday
 
happen
 
sea
 
air
 
soldier
 
division
 
drawn
 
attack
 
hours
 
notice
 
moment
 
country
 
subject
 
steel
 
fire
 
rest
 
decision
 
hands
 
being
 
shame
 
people
 
worship
 
god
 
situation
 
wonder
 
determine
 
bring
 
menace
 
end
 
state
 
few
 
tonight
 
month
 
doubt
 
draw
 
sword
 
justice
 
retribution
 
wish
 
sheath
 
work
 
+23 Anglo-Saxon +18 Latin
 
Illustration #2
 
French
 
front-OF
 
air-MF
 
soldier-MF
 
division-MF
 
hours-OF
 
notice-MF
 
frontier
 
moment-MF
 
country-OF
 
subject-MF
 
avalanche-modern
 
decision-MF
 
people-OF
 
determine-MF
 
menace-MF
 
state-OF
 
doubt-OF
 
justice-OF
 
retribution-MF
 
+1 French
 
Middle
 
English
 
front
 
air
 
soldier
 
division
 
hours
 
notice
 
moment
 
country
 
subject
 
people
 
determine
 
menace
 
alarm
 
state
 
doubt
 
justice
 
retribution
 
+1 Middle
 
English
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Chapter 3
 
Paragraph Ten of "The Atlantic Charter"
 
August 24, 1941, broadcast, London
 
1. 	The ordeals, therefore, of the conquered peoples will
 
be hard.
 
2. 	We must give them hope; we must give them the convic
 
tion that their sufferings and their resistances will
 
not 	be in vain.
 
3. 	The tunnel may be dark and long, but at the end there
 
is light.
 
That is the symbolism and that is the message of the
 
Atlantic meeting.
 
5. 	Do not despair. Brave Norwegians: your land shall be
 
cleansed not only from the invader but from the filthy
 
guislings who are his tools.
 
6. 	Be sure of yourselves, Czechs: your independence shall
 
be restored.
 
7. 	Poles, the heroism of your people standing up to cruel
 
oppressors, the courage of your soldiers, sailors and
 
airmen, shall not be forgotten: your country shall
 
live again and resume its rightful part in the new
 
organization of Europe.
 
8. 	Lift up your heads, gallant Frenchmen: not all the
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infamies of Darlan and of Laval shall stand between you
 
and the restoration of your birthright.
 
9. 	Tough, stout-hearted Dutch, Belgians, Luxembourgers,
 
tormented, mishandled, shamefully castaway peoples of
 
Yugoslavia, glorious Greece, now subjected to the
 
crowning insult of the rule of the Italian jackanapes;
 
yield not an inch!
 
10. 	Keep your soul clean from all contact with the Nazis;
 
make them feel even in their fleeting hour of brutish
 
triumph that they are the moral outcasts of mankind.
 
11. 	Help is coming; mighty forces are arming in your
 
behalf.
 
12. 	Have faith.
 
13. 	Have hope.
 
14. 	Deliverance is sure.
 
What one notices first when examining this selection is
 
the contrast in diction with "A Hideous State of Alarm and
 
Menace." Where "A Hideous state of Alarm and Menace" was
 
predominantly concrete and specific in diction, the nouns
 
and adjectives in this selection are highly abstract. Of
 
course, the goal of the speech is different. Where the
 
first was primarily informative and sobering, designed to
 
acquaint the audience with the ominous facts of the
 
situation, this paragraph is inspirational: it is designed
 
to lift the spirits and raise the morale of the listeners,
 
and, therefore, lends itself to a more emotionally abstract
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vocabulary (see illustration #3).
 
First, I would like to state that many of the words
 
illustrated could comfortably fit into two categories. I
 
intentionally did not do that. I placed them as they first
 
struck me. I am looking for trends not scientific certain
 
ty. All that needs be recognized at this time is that this
 
paragraph tends more toward the abstract and general than
 
the previous paragraph. And it is circumstantial evidence
 
that Churchill was conscious of diction and the appropriate
 
ness of different types in different situations.
 
Not only do we have a shift in diction which gives us a
 
more abstract and general character, there is also a shift
 
on Gibson's scale from "tough" to "sweet." It is a near
 
thing. One syllable words make up 69% of the vocabulary in
 
this paragraph, and words of three or more syllables make up
 
9.8%. One—syllable words are one per cent within the
 
"sweet," and three or more syllable are .2% on the "tough"
 
side. It is enjoyable working with Gibson's scale; however,
 
it must be remembered there is a subjective element
 
involved; and scientific certainty is impossible. The
 
percentages do show a trend toward a rhetoric that is warmer
 
and more personal.
 
Further evidence of a more intimate shift is the use of
 
personal pronouns: "we" (twice), "you" (once), "you" under
 
stood (eight). Also the possessive "your" is used liberal
 
ly; and the names of the nationalities e.g.; Czechs,
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Frenchmen, etc. are used seven times. Gibson looks only at
 
first and second personal pronouns and the "you" understood.
 
Here alone are eight "you's" and two "we's" in 235 words.
 
For Gibson, a liberal use of the pronoun "you;" (two "you's"
 
per 100 words) puts the rhetoric into the "sweet" category.
 
I include the possessive "your" and personally naming the
 
nationalities (They are used most personally in this selec
 
tion.) as further intimate diction assisting in creating a
 
more personal and warm tone.
 
Finitives comprise 11% of the whole, which is typical
 
of both "tough" and "sweet" tones. Curiously, this is a
 
characteristic of little subordination. As Gibson says,
 
"This is a part of the general distinction that pervades
 
these figures. ... we mentioned [earlier] the classic
 
Tough Talker's unwillingness to subordinate, an unwilling
 
ness that makes for simple sentence structures and a high
 
proportion of finite verbs. Churchill subordinates, and
 
subordinates a good deal. This seeming contradiction is
 
woirth further examination. However, I believe an extensive
 
analysis of subordination will be lengthy; therefore, I will
 
delay until l have completed the present examination of the
 
six selections. More interesting facts may become apparent
 
later.
 
There are three passives out of forty-three verbs.
 
According to Gibson, "sweet" or intimate talk, by his
 
analysis, has none, and "tough" talk no more than one in
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twenty. Nor does Churchill fit into the "stuffy" category
 
with a ininimum of one in five verbs.
 
Churchill's use of true adjectives in this passage is
 
only 5% -- very lean. In "A Hideous State of Alarm and
 
Menace," he used 6.4%. Ten percent on Gibson's scale is the
 
maximum for "tough-talkers." So far, with modification by
 
true adjectives, Churchill is consistent: he is niggardly
 
with their use; he appears to modify very carefully — for
 
definite purpose. However, there are still four selections
 
to go.
 
As with "A Hideous State of Alarm and Menace," intensi­
fiers adverbs modifying adjectives —are non-existent.
 
Churchill does not pad the modification. He selects the
 
adjective he wants — one that is suitable to the meaning he
 
desires. It is Spartan, lucid prose.
 
With 11% finitives, this passage is verbal. Only one
 
verbal noun is extant: "sufferings." All other participles
 
function as modifiers. I found no infinitives or infinitive
 
phrases used as verbal nouns, nor did I discover any
 
participle phrases used as verbal nouns. And, as one would
 
expect, in a passage with many verb forms, the average
 
length of sentences is short for Churchill: 16.5 words per
 
Most of the rhetorical sentences are grammati
 
cally simple: seventeen out of twenty independent clauses;
 
and, of course, these are overwhelmingly active. Last,
 
Churchill maintains a somewhat informal and conversational
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 tone — another characteristic of a verbal style.
 
Sentence number five is moderate in length and would be
 
adequate to break into kernel sentences to see what we can
 
see.
 
1) (You) do despair (not).
 
2) (You) are Norwegians.
 
3) (You) are brave Norwegians.
 
' 4) Mighty forces shall cleanse your land. 
(Passive transformation) 
5) Mighty forces shall cleanse the invader from 
your land.
 
6) Mighty forces shall cleanse the quislings from
 
it.
 
7) The quislings are filthy.
 
8) They are tools.
 
9) They are his tools.
 
The interesting point about this sentence is its
 
balance between three subjects. First, we have three kernel
 
sentences with "you" understood as the subject, then a shift
 
to "Mighty forces" as the subject, and, finally, a shift to
 
"quislings." Assuming my breakdown is reasonable, there are
 
three kernel sentences per subject. I have attempted to
 
subordinate further and was successful in reducing
 
Churchill's surface structure sentence to one of eighteen
 
words; Brave Norwegians despair not: your land shall be
 
cleansed from the invader and his tools, the filthy
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quislings. I managed to delete the verb "do," one negative,
 
transformation, the words "only" and "but," and reduce the
 
final subordinate clause to a phrase. So further subordina
 
tion -- a leaner sentence —• is possible. The semantic
 
substance is the same —• or is it? Churchill knew when to
 
stop. The forms of these sentences are not the same, nor is
 
their substance — the semantics. My sentence is flat;
 
Churchill's has a discernible rhythm. My sentence has a
 
subdued emotional quality —almost none; Churchill's has a
 
siqnificant emotional force. Mine places no emphasis any
 
where. By saying "Do not despair," Churchill's alliteration
 
makes the clause emphatic. He also places it first, which I
 
could have done; however, mine still would not carry the
 
power of the original sentence. Churchill's syntax puts
 
strong emphasis on the phrase, "from the filthy quislings" by
 
preceding it with the contrastive "but" conjunction, and
 
then following it with the appositive clause, "who are his
 
tools" which has a recursive quality, throwing our attention
 
back to the "invader" and "quislings." As an aside, this
 
may be the first use of the word "quislings" as a pejorative
 
noun. If so, this sentence would have had very strong
 
rhetorical significance beyond its syntactic power.
 
It is now time to examine the paragraph sentence by
 
sentence. Obviously the first sentence refers back to past
 
information. This is a characteristic of Churchill that I
 
believe we will see quite often. He likes to chain his
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sentences together by opening them with words or phrases
 
that throw our attention back, then shoot us forward to a
 
new thought which builds on the past. This is a simple,
 
short, active, and blunt statement. The most significant
 
and powerful word in the sentence is the last: "hard."
 
There are numerous synonyms Churchill could have used:
 
"difficult," "unpleasant" and the like; but he selected a
 
one syllable, Anglo-Saxon, blunt, forceful, term; one with a
 
sound quality that characterizes its meaning. He knew what
 
he wanted. Further, there is a subtle alliterative quality
 
between the d's in ordeal, conquered, and hard. Those d's
 
are "hard" and give emphasis to the tone of the sentence.
 
In sentence two, Churchill begins the first two clauses
 
anaphorically with "We must give them . . ." In both cases,
 
they are followed Ijy abstract nouns: "hope" and "convic
 
tion." This is a balanced compound sentence terminated by a
 
subordinate clause with abstract compound subjects —
 
"suffering" and "resistances" — which rhythmically balance
 
"hope" and "conviction." Now, in sentence three, we have
 
the metaphor of the long, dark tunnel, today a cliche, then I
 
doubt it. In recent years it was "The light at the end of
 
the tunnel." Churchill does not phrase it that way. He
 
splits the metaphor into two independent clauses which
 
allows more emphasis on both tunnel and light — particular
 
ly light because of the contrastive "but" beginning the
 
second clause. He has done this previously. The next
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sentence, number four, immediately refers back to sentence
 
three by the use of the demonstrative pronoun "that." This
 
sentence has two demonstrative "that's." And, by my read
 
ing, each "that" refers back to a different term: the first
 
to the tunnel metaphor as symbol, and the second to "light"
 
as message. It is interesting that there are more compound
 
sentences in this passage than in any other: numbers two
 
through four and, arguably, sentences ten and eleven. They
 
are all well balanced and build on each other as they are
 
read.
 
Now comes a fascinating series of sentences which
 
demonstrate the harmony between form and meaning, although
 
we cannot know for certain what was in Churchill's mind.
 
Look carefully at sentences six through nine. Look at how
 
they open. Only one of them begins with the name of a
 
nationality: "Poles." "Poles" is the only nationality in a
 
position of emphasis in this string of highly emotional
 
sentences. Why? I must speculate. Churchill was a superb
 
historian of the "subjective school": history, to him, was
 
not just a sequence of events and places resulting in other
 
events occurring in other places, but instead a psychologi
 
cal, and, most of all, moral study. Churchill could analyze
 
human behavior objectively. However, he would then go a
 
step further: he would make judgments — moral judgments.
 
Out of the sad list of countries overrun and crushed by the
 
Nazis, only the Poles put forth a glorious and memorable
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V 
defense when all else was lost. By looking at the form of
 
each sentence — its syntax, its diction — one can discern
 
what Churchill feels about each. The Czechs caved in with
 
little or no resistance; the Poles, their horse cavalry
 
charging Panzers with nothing but swords and lances, their
 
airmen crashing their planes into German convoys and troop
 
concentrations, and Warsaw's futile but grand defense,
 
obviously impressed him; the French, with some fighting
 
bravely, but others demoralized, and others traitorous,
 
. finally sued for a less than honorable truce with Vichy
 
being the outcome; then an impressive periodic sentence
 
listing those smaller nations on the periphery steamrolied
 
by the Germans (and in the case of Greece, the Italians with
 
German help). By examining the length of each sentence, the
 
modificatxon and the emphasis place on varied diction, it is
 
obvious how much regard Churchill had for each nation vis-a
 
vis their resistance to the Nazis. And at the end of the
 
sentences listing these countries there comes that final,
 
powerful clause: "yield not an inch!" This clause blasts
 
back through the list of countries. It carries the weight
 
of an order.
 
The beauty of the final five sentences is the tone of
 
surety. There is no hint of asking. They again carry the
 
tone of command. They are abstract and somewhat general in
 
diction; yet they are blunt and forceful.
 
In sentence ten it is worth noting the word "clean"
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modifying the verb "keep." We have this same image of
 
cleaning dirt or filth in sentence five. The moral tone of
 
sentence ten is obvious: the victims are suffering from
 
something detestable, repugnant — almost a disease.
 
Then the finale. Help is on the way. There are now
 
three fragments in a row. The understood "you" is personal.
 
Churchill is speaking directly to the oppressed. It is
 
almost matter of fact. He i-s encouraging them but not
 
pressing it. He could have said "You must have faith, and
 
hope." But that phrasing carries a bit of pleading, a bit
 
of dovibt. Churchill is almost tossing these fragments off
 
casually because "Deliverance is sure."
 
The following illustration of the etymology of diction
 
is formatted differently than Illustration #2 for "A Hideous
 
State of Alarm and Menace." Besides nouns and verbs, I
 
included an intuitive element ~ the subjective "miscellane
 
ous." Some words were simply rhetorically more significant
 
than others, and I felt they should not be ignored. In each
 
case they turned out to be adjectives. And in each case but
 
one, they were Anglo-Saxon in origin.
 
The predominance of Anglo-Saxon diction in a predomi
 
nantly abstract passage is, at first blush, surprising.
 
Actually, it is an example of Churchill's rhetorical skill.
 
The abstract quality of the passage is held under the
 
rhetorical "thumb" of the more sensual, and blunt Anglo-

Saxon terms. Churchill wants us always to feel as well as
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comprehend. Other points to be noted are the absence of
 
diction directly from Latin to modem English and the low
 
percentage of Greek cognates. This is similar to the
 
etymology of"A Hideous State of Alarm and Menace." I will
 
give my opinions on these traits in the concluding chapter.
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Quality of Diction: Nouns and Adjectives - Illustration #3
 
concrete
 
tunnel
 
dark
 
heads
 
abstract
 
ordeals
 
conquered
 
hope
 
conviction
 
sufferings
 
resistances
 
vain
 
symbolism
 
brave
 
filthy
 
independence
 
heroism
 
cruel
 
courage
 
organization
 
gallant
 
infamies
 
restoration
 
birthright
 
tough
 
stout-hearted
 
glorious
 
crowning
 
insult
 
souls
 
hour
 
brutish
 
triumph
 
mankind
 
mighty
 
faith
 
hope
 
Deliverance
 
specific
 
message
 
Norwegians
 
Czechs
 
Poles
 
Europe
 
Frenchmen
 
Darlan
 
Laval
 
Dutch
 
Belgians
 
Luxembourgers
 
Yugoslavia
 
Greece
 
Italian
 
inch
 
Nazis
 
general
 
peoples
 
long
 
light
 
land
 
invader
 
quislings
 
tools
 
people
 
oppressors
 
soldiers
 
sailors
 
airmen
 
country
 
part
 
peoples
 
Jackanapes
 
fleeting
 
outcasts
 
Help
 
forces
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Origin of Diction-nouns verbs and subjective miscellaneous diction - Illustration #4
 
Anglo-
Saxon 
ordeals 
Greek Latin French OF/MF Middle 
English 
•^hard 
people­
->people--OF > 
give 
hope 
U) 
convict(ion) 
suffering >suffering-OF-
---> 
> 
resistances—-—--->resistances-MF > 
Tunnel 
(Celtic) 
^dark 
^long 
end 
light 
symbol 
message­
->message-OF > 
Origin of Diction-nouns verbs and subjective miscellaneous diction - Illustration #4 
Anglo-
Saxon 
meeting 
Greek Latin French OF/MF Middle 
English 
despair­ •MF­
land 
clean 
invader- ---- ■ ^ ^ ^--.-.^--->invader 
(jJ 
CJl 
^filthy 
tools 
independence­ ->independence-MF­ ->independence 
restore-----­ ->restore-OF-- -- -­ ■>restore 
hero—• ■>hero 
stand 
people------­ -- - --->people-OF-- - - - - >people 
oppressors--­ - -^- - ->oppressors-MF------->oppressors 
soldier-- - - - ­ - - ^ ^ -->soldier-MF- -->soldier 
sailors 
(menairmen air)--.- - — -.- -- --->air------- ------- ---->air-MF- - -->air 
Origin of Diction-nouns verbs and subjective miscellaneous diction - Illustration
 ion #4
 
Forgotten 
live 
country-
Anglo-
Saxon 
Greek Latin 
part 
organization 
U) 
CT\ 
lift(ON to OE) 
heads 
infamy-
stand 
restore-
birth(ON--OE) 
-right(OE) 
^tough 
stouthearted 
insult-
rule— 
->country-MF­
French-OF/MF
 
->restore-OF­
->insult-MF 

->rule-OF--

->country
 
Middle
 
English
 
->infamy
 
->restore
 
>
 
>rule
 
 Origin of Diction-nouns verbs and subjective miscellaneous diction - Illustration #4
 
yield 
inch<­
------------—----inch 
souls 
contact---—-• —^ -->contact 
■spelean 
make 
(jj feel 
■5^fleeting 
hour-- - - ->hour-OF--- - •---->hour 
^brutish­ ->brute-MF-- - •- --->brutish 
triumph­ ->triumph-MF­ ->triumph 
out(OE) 
-cast(ON) - — ^  - - ->outcast 
mankind 
help 
coming 
  
 
Origin of Diction-nouns verbs and subjective miscellaneous diction - Illustration #4
 
- *mighty •
 
fbrces--------------->forces-tiF------ ^->forces
 
arming------------—>arming-6F----------->arming
 
. 'behalf:
 
Faith--------- -->Faith-OF------------>faith
 
deliverance—------->deliverance-OF------>deliverance
 
, hope • ^ •
 
sure----------------->sure-MF- ->sure
 
*subjeCtive Misc. diction that struck me forcefully
 
+42(0E/AS,^^^ +29(L) 0 (French OF/MF)
 
Celtic,ON)
 
Chapter 4
 
The Final Paragraph of "Their Finest Hour"
 
June 18, 1940. House of Commons
 
The initial paragraphs of this speech were devoted to a
 
matter-of-fact explanation concerning the reorganization of
 
the government — a coalition government directed at winning
 
the war — and Churchill's request that he have the co
 
operation of Parliament toward that end. After disposing of
 
the necessary business in the initial paragraphs, he termin
 
ated his speech with the paragraph to be examined. This, in
 
my opinion, is the apotheosis of Churchillian rhetoric and
 
possibly one of the most momentous and emotionally stirring
 
nine sentences ever delivered before an audience of English
 
speaking people.
 
1. 	What General Weygand called the Battle of France is
 
over.
 
2. 	I expect that the Battle of Britain is about to begin.
 
3. 	Upon this battle depends the survival of Christian
 
civilization.
 
4. 	Upon it depends our own British life, and the long
 
continuity of our institutions and our Empire.
 
5. 	The whole fury and might of the enemy must very soon be
 
turned on us.
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6. 	Hitler knows that he will have to break us in this
 
Island or lose the war.
 
7. 	If we can stand up to him, all Europe may be free and
 
the life of the world may move forward into broad,
 
sunlit uplands.
 
8. 	But if we fail, then the whole world, including the
 
United States, including all that we have known and
 
cared for, will sink into the abyss of a new Dark Age
 
made more sinister, and perhaps more protracted, by the
 
lights of perverted science.
 
9. 	Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties, and so
 
bear ourselves that, if the British Empire and its
 
Commonwealth last for a thousand years, men will still
 
say, "This was their finest hour."
 
What first strikes the mind is the surface simplicity
 
of this paragraph. There are nine sentences: four simple,
 
four complex, and one compound/complex. The sentences
 
average twenty words— the longest with forty-four, the
 
shortest at nine. Each word seems to function as a lynch-

pin: no word can be withdrawn or placed differently without
 
altering the integrity of the whole. It is concise and
 
precise; it is minimalism as art; it is sublime. We know
 
the historical reaction to these nine sentences: the
 
rhetorical quarrel struck perfectly its mark. Here we have
 
Churchillian prose refined to its pure state. All the
 
secrets lie here. What we do not have is his voice, and
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that is important. Yet this paragraph moves the reader
 
deeply. So the soul reaches out to us through the words.
 
I will begin as usual by looking at the diction for a
 
preponderance of either concrete and/or specific or abstract
 
and/or general terms. It must be remembered that a word —
 
except in the most extreme cases — is in a relative posi
 
tion on a continuum between the absolutes of concrete/
 
abstract and specific/general. The terms I have listed are
 
placed somewhat subjectively. I did this by considering
 
Other terms that could have been used. In other words, does
 
the word tend more toward one end of the continuum or the
 
other? With this set I placed some words in more than one
 
category if I felt justified.
 
This paragraph is emotionally gripping and is designed
 
to draw divergent people together, instill them with a firm
 
determination to meet the ordeals ahead, and to work
 
together co-operatively to overcome those obstacles while
 
ignoring all else.
 
The specific is stressed. There are few concrete or
 
general terms. Many of the abstract terms have a rhetorical
 
force unknown to much abstract terminology: "war,"
 
"survival," "fury," "might," "sinister," and "perverted."
 
The abstract words are well chosen and have the sensory
 
impact of concrete diction within the context of the seman
 
tics. An interesting observation about the list of specific
 
words is the number of proper nouns. Ten words out of
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twenty-one are names of people or specific things. And
 
others — (our) Empire and (this) Island — carry the
 
rhetorical weight of proper nouns. In doing this the
 
audience must make close identification — personal identi
 
fication — with the subject being discussed. And the
 
general and/or abstract diction is selected with such preci
 
sion that vagueness or ambiguity does not exist: in
 
sentence four the adjective "long" modifying "continuity"
 
would be quite clear in the minds of the audience. I admit
 
that some might argue about "sinister" and perverted." If
 
one has the historical background concerning this era and
 
the part science was playing in the development of new and
 
more sophisticated weapons, one would realize that those
 
members of the House of Commons listening to what Churchill
 
had to say possessed no doubts as to what he meant.
 
There is both a portentous and foreboding clarity and,
 
simultaneously, a powerful subtlety to this paragraph which
 
emphasizes the present reality and, at the same time, ex
 
poses the imagination to the possible horrors of the future.
 
One is firmly riveted to present reality and haunted by
 
spectres of what might be. Thirdly, the audience is then,
 
by appeal to sense of historical and moral obligation,
 
coalesced into a united front to defeat the evil. All of
 
this I wi11 look at more closely when I examine the para
 
graph sentence by sentence.
 
There are 181 words and 248 syllables for an average of
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1.37 syllables per word, which is about average for
 
Churchill. Seventy-three percent of the words are monosyl
 
lables, and 7.6% are three or more syllables. This I
 
believe is interesting, because it is a bit below the
 
average for the selections I am examining and may be signif
 
icant in giving this passage its "tight" quality. It is of
 
further interest that the weightiest sentence, number eight,
 
with fifty-eight syllables carries the preponderance of
 
heavy words: words of three or more syllables. When
 
scanning this sentence, some things become apparent: the
 
participle "including" would be difficult to avoid; and
 
"United States" has no substitute as a proper noun; the
 
words "sinister," "protracted," and "perverted" all balance
 
each other nicely with three syllables each, and the allit
 
erative quality of the S's and D's through the last twenty-

two words of the sentence is evident. My point again being,
 
Churchill is not casual about the selection of his diction.
 
So, according to Gibson, such concise diction would be
 
"tough.'' I think "vigorous" and "firm" a bit more precise.
 
Gibson's "tough" talker is not supposed to feel that much
 
for his audience. I believe we will find that is not the
 
case here.
 
The usual format has been simplified in the illustra
 
tion of etymology because my objective is different. I
 
added a new perspective this time because this passage
 
struck me as having a great number of forceful, and yet
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simple, one and two syllable words; and I became curious as
 
to their character. First let me say that their power is
 
primarily due to syntactical and rhetorical context. For
 
instance, a verb such as "break" has an inherent semantic
 
quality when standing isolated and idle; however, when
 
placed in varying syntactical and contextual positions, a
 
synergistic relationship can occur which magnifies its force
 
and gives it a quality it could not otherwise possess. So
 
when Churchill says "Hitler knows that he will have to break
 
us in this Island or lose the war.", the verb "break" takes
 
on a simple, precise, and powerful rhetorical power. Hitler
 
is not going to defeat us, destroy us, or overwhelm us; he
 
is going to break us. Its finality, abruptness — its pain
 
— are palpable. It is a verb with a concrete character; we
 
sense it. Observe how many other concrete type verbs there
 
are: "turned,""stand,""move" (forward), "sink," "brace,"
 
and "bear." Each of these verbs when used in this paragraph
 
can be visualized in sensory terms. They are all powerfully
 
physical. We can see the beast turning to us; we can see
 
him wanting to break us in half: we can see ourselves
 
standing up to prepare for the attack and so on. This is
 
potent subliminal imagery ~ superb rhetoric.
 
A further significant observation of the verbs and
 
numerous nouns and adjectives in this paragraph is their
 
Anglo-Saxon relative to Latin origins. The preponderance of
 
Anglo-Saxon is obvious and should be expected considering
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the high percentage of one and two syllable words. What is
 
interesting is the Anglicized Latin diction which is used.
 
Words like "fury," "fail," "brace," and "duties," carry the
 
same sharp, clear character that the Anglo-Saxon terms do.
 
The proportion of finite verbs is 12% of all words,
 
which again keeps Churchill comfortably above the 10% margin
 
designated by Gibson as hard nosed rhetoric. There are no
 
gerunds, only four participles, and two infinitives. It is
 
a highly verbal passage.
 
Again Churchill is not afraid to use the passive con
 
struction if he deems it rhetorically necessary. Sentence
 
five is passive, and a passive construction exists in
 
sentence eight. When he wishes to emphasize in a certain
 
manner, he will use the passive to do so.
 
True adjectives are at four percent so far. This is
 
the leanest of the three passages examined, and I am begin
 
ning to believe this leanness is a consistent characteristic
 
of Churchill's oratory. Further, other than prepositional
 
phrases modifying phrases and clauses are scarce: three
 
participle phrases, no solitary present participles, three
 
past participles, no infinitive phrases, and four modifying
 
clauses. With careful selection of diction, modification is
 
not always necessary. And an examination of what modifica
 
tion Churchill does use shows a strong rhetorical purpose.
 
Before I take a look, I will anticipate 0 to 1 intensi­
fiers. A safe bet—I found none. To think for an instant
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that a writer or speaker who needs little adjective modifi
 
cation would be careless enough in the selection of diction
 
to require intensifiers would be silly. He is consistent
 
with his past selections.
 
I selected the passive sentence (#5) for a breakdown
 
into kernel sentences. This is a reasonably short simple
 
sentence. However, its surface simplicity is belied by the
 
breakdown below:
 
1) The enemy must turn the fury.
 
(passive transformation)
 
2) The enemy must turn the might.
 
3) It is the whole Fury.
 
4) It is the whole might.
 
5) The enemy must turn them on us.
 
6) It is their fury.
 
7) It is their might.
 
8) It must be soon.
 
9) It must be very soon.
 
The usual disclaimers are active here.
 
I wish to make only two comments. As we have observed
 
before, Churchill is a master of subordination. Also an in
 
depth examination of his habit of transforming from deep to
 
surface structure is well worth pursuing.
 
The paragraph begins with a simple sentence with a noun
 
clause as the subject. It is quite specific and sobering.
 
And the use of "General Weygand" as the subject of the noun
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clause gives it a poignant and personal tone. Further, the
 
adjective "over" has a curious finality to it. It is
 
curious because the word seems associated with the comple
 
tion of an ordeal of pain. Ponder, yourself, on when you
 
have used the term. Pain is not "done," "finished," or
 
"complete." It is "over" or "over with." Sentences one and
 
two could have been combined into a compound structure.
 
However, the finality of the first sentence is such that the
 
conjunction "and" would have ruined its rhetorical quality.
 
Further(of course I can not prove it), I will venture that
 
at the end of sentence one there was a profound pause on the
 
speaker's part and silence from the audience. Now comes the
 
prophetic and ominous personal statement wherein the famous
 
phrase "Battle of Britain" is first used. The noun clause
 
of the first sentence balances well the noun clause of the
 
second. And one syllable is the difference between the two
 
sentences. A last interesting note is the ending on the
 
second sentence: "to begin." It is a fine rhetorical
 
contrast with "is over." Both being in terminal positions
 
result in emphasis.
 
Sentences three and four form a compatible unit. He
 
uses anaphora with "upon." In two simple, concise, lucid
 
statements, he tells exactly what to expect if the war is
 
lost. There is hyperbole in the first although Churchill
 
might well have believed it. However, no exaggeration
 
exists in the second. Again there is a specific character
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to both. This specific character — "Christian Civiliza
 
tion," "British life," "our institutions," "our Empire" ~
 
is emotionally powerful because it becomes identifiable and
 
personal.
 
Again, as with the two pairs of preceding sentences,
 
sentences five and six also orbit each other, maintaining a
 
tension, a necessary partnership which gives rhetorical
 
vitality to each. Sentence five is passive. The reason is
 
obvious. Churchill wishes to emphasize the nouns "fury" and
 
"might," We, the British, are to be the victims. And
 
sentence six, in a fashion, gives us the active subject of
 
sentence five: the "by" phrase for sentence five is
 
implied: Hitler. Cleverly "Hitler" begins sentence six
 
allowing the onerous name to serve double duty. Diction in
 
these two sentences is important. Words such as "fury,"
 
"might," "turned," "knows," "break," "Island," "lose," and
 
"war," are short, blunt, precise, and clear. There is no
 
room for ambiguity; there are no doubts. Further, the word
 
"break" has an onomatopoeic quality to it which gives it
 
added power.
 
Sentences seven and eight, as with the previous, form
 
an organic pair. The first states what success against
 
Hitler will bring, the second the results of failure. Both
 
sentences contain metaphors. And the metaphors, like the
 
sentences themselves, are antithetical. These two opposites
 
form a natural tension that is rhetorically powerful. The
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metaphors themselves are interesting. One takes us to a
 
place that is high, the other to a place low. Heaven and
 
Hell come to mind. Further emphasis is given to the second
 
by the addition of the alliterative reference to a ". . .
 
sinister . . . protracted ...perverted science." Here,
 
of course, Churchill could have chosen other diction, e.g.
 
"evil" for "sinister." If he had, though, both rhythm and
 
the added power of alliteration would have been lost. The
 
sibilant "S," the chilling hiss of the snake, is most
 
effective here.
 
The final sentence is, of course, one of the finest
 
rhetorical finales in English. After enumerating with
 
powerful diction and emotional, figurative language the Hell
 
or Heaven of the future in sentences seven and eight,
 
Churchill takes his audience, identifying with it, and calls
 
them all to posterity. The language is personal: "us,"
 
"ourselves," "our duties," "their;" it is specific:
 
"British empire," "(its) Commonwealth;" it appeals to pride,
 
virility, and responsibility: "brace," "duties," "bear,"
 
"men." The verbs are all short and finite. And "brace" and
 
"bear" have a sensory quality about them that makes one feel
 
the action and see in one's imagination the action taking
 
place. /
 
The last quoted clause is immortal, and the appeal to
 
patriotism and pride obvious. Churchill quoted frequently
 
in his speeches. In doing so, he demonstrated to us his
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historical sense. He, also, by using the appropriate quota
 
tion, could add substantial rhetorical power to a sentence
 
and a speech. By making the right historical references he
 
could draw parallels between present situations and past
 
which, in a country as proud and aware of its history as
 
Britain, could elicit from his audience a positive and
 
profound, intellectual and emotional response.
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Quality of Diction-Nouns and Adjectives - Illustration #5
 
Sentence
 
#1
 
#2
 
#3
 
ui
 
#4
 
#5
 
#6
 
concrete
 
General Weygand
 
Hitler
 
(this) Island
 
abstract
 
survival
 
Christian Civil
 
British Life
 
institutions
 
fury
 
might
 
war
 
specific
 
General Weygand
 
Battle of France
 
Battle of Britain
 
Christian Civil
 
British Life
 
(our) Empire
 
(our) institutions
 
Hitler
 
(this) Island
 
general
 
battle
 
long
 
enemy
 
Quality of Diction-Nouns and Adjectives - Illustration #5
 
Sentence concrete
 abstract
 
#7 uplands life
 
#8
 
sinister
 
protracted
 
lights
 
perverted
 
#9 British Empire
 
specific
 
Europe
 
uplands
 
free
 
world
 
broad
 
sunlit
 
whole
 
world
 
United States
 
new
 
Dark Ages
 
British Empire
 
Thousand years
 
general
 
abyss
 
science
 
duties
 
Commonwealth
 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and Adjectives - Illustration #6 
Anglo-Saxon Latin 
called expect 
begin depends 
life fury 
l^^S 
whole 
enemy
turned 
might move 
kiiows. fail 
break abyss 
island brace 
lose 
war 
stand 
free 
world 
forward 
broad 
sunlit 
uplands 
known 
cared 
sink 
dark 
made 
lights 
bear 
last 
say 
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Introduction to the Examination of
 
"War", "A Strange Christmas Eve",
 
"Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat"
 
The examination of "A Hideous State of Alarm and
 
Menace", "The Atlantic Charter" and "Their Finest Hour" has
 
provided information which, I feel, I should deal with from
 
here on. The overriding purpose of this thesis is to
 
discover those stylistic habits which Churchill practices
 
consistently. As an example, he has so far avoided com
 
pletely the use of adverbs modifying adjectives (inten­
sives); his selection of diction (nouns, verbs) is predomi
 
nantly Anglo-Saxon; and the Latin cognates he selects are
 
overwhelmingly through Middle English. This list could go
 
on.
 
Whatever Churchill chooses to do is a stylistic factor.
 
However, some of these, such as the use of passives, I must
 
define as skills: he uses the passive as he sees fit for a
 
particular purpose; he is conscious of it as a tool; he
 
would use ten passives in a row if he felt he wanted to
 
emphasize in that fashion. I do not believe this can be
 
said of various factors related to diction, and probably
 
rhythm.
 
So, for the next three examinations I will be modifying
 
roy approach somewhat. I believe I have adequately demons
 
trated that he forces his sentences both through syntax and
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diction most cleverly to carry the maximum rhetorical
 
impact, and I have shown what little I can through the
 
exposure of kernel sentences. I will sum all of this up in
 
the chapter on conclusions. From here on I will not be
 
examining these items.
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Chapter 5
 
"War"
 
September 3, 1939. House of Commons
 
1. 	In this solemn hour it is a consolation to recall and
 
to dwell upon our repeated efforts for peace.
 
2. 	All have been ill-starred, but all have been faithful
 
and 	sincere.
 
3. 	This is of the highest moral value — and not only
 
moral value, but practical value —• at the present time,
 
because the wholehearted concurrence of scores of
 
millions of men and women whose cooperation is indis
 
pensable, is the only foundation upon which the trial
 
and tribulation of modern war can be endured and
 
surmounted.
 
4. 	This moral conviction alone affords the ever fresh
 
resilience which renews the strength and energy of
 
people in long, doubtful and dark days.
 
5. 	Outside, the storms of war may blow and the lands may
 
be lashed with the fury of its gales, but in our hearts
 
this Sunday morning there is peace.
 
6. 	Our hands may be active, but our consciences are at
 
rest.
 
7. 	We must not underrate the gravity of the task which
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lies before us or the temerity of the ordeal, to which
 
we shall not be found unequal.
 
8. 	We must expect many disappointments, and many unpleas
 
ant surprises, but we may be sure that the task which
 
we have freely accepted is one not beyond the compass
 
and the strength of the British Empire and the French
 
Republic.
 
9. 	The Prime Minister said it was a sad day, and that is
 
indeed true, but at the present time there is another
 
feeling of thankfulness that, if these great trials
 
were to come upon our Island, there is a generation of
 
Britons here now ready to prove itself not unworthy of
 
the days of yore and not unworthy of those great men,
 
the fathers of our land, who laid the foundations of
 
our laws and shaped the greatness of our country.
 
10. 	This is not a question of fighting for Danzig or
 
fighting for Poland.
 
11. 	We are fighting to saye the whole world from the
 
pestilence of Nazi tyranny and in defense of all that
 
is most sacred to man.
 
12. 	This is no war of domination or imperial aggrandizement
 
or material gain; no war to shut any country out of its
 
sunlight and means of progress.
 
13. 	It is a, war, viewed in its inherent quality, to
 
establish, on impregnable rocks, the rights of the
 
individual, and it is a war to establish and revive the
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stature of man.
 
14. 	Perhaps it might seem a paradox that a war undertaken
 
in the name of liberty and right should require, as a
 
necessary part of its progress, the surrender for the
 
time being of so many of the dearly valued liberties
 
and rights.
 
15. 	In these last few days the House of Commons has been
 
voting dozens of Bills which hand over to the executive
 
our most dearly valued traditional liberties.
 
16. We are sure that these liberties will be in hand which
 
will not abuse them, which will use them for no class
 
or party interests, which will cherish and guard them,
 
and we look forward to the day, surely and confidently
 
we look forward to the day, when our liberties and
 
rights will be restored to us, and when we shall be
 
able to share them with the peoples to whom such
 
blessings are unknown.
 
This is a complete speech and the longest passage of
 
the six selected for examination. It was given before the
 
House of Commons at the outbreak of the Second World War.
 
Churchill is not yet Prime Minister, yet it is the speech of
 
a Prime Minister. It is an interesting speech because of
 
its emotional reserve. It is an acceptance of reality, a
 
statement of attitude. It is somewhat somber but not at all
 
grim. While reading it, the image of a respected patriarch
 
speaking to his family on a solemn occasion comes to mind.
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strong and profound emotions are implied on the part of the
 
speaker and, I am sure, kindled within the hearts of those
 
listening. How was this accomplished?
 
There are three simple sentences, four compound, six
 
complex, and three compound/complex. Two subordinate
 
clauses are passive. Rhetorically, ten of the sentences are
 
loose, two balanced, and the remaining a mix of loose,
 
balanced, and periodic.
 
Remember please that the following list of terms are
 
subsumed in a relative manner. I am, at first, going to
 
change the format somewhat by including complete phrases.
 
This may tell us more than looking at the word in isolation.
 
When reading over this passage, the abstract and
 
general nature of the diction is obvious. What is curious
 
is the more or less specific nature of the overall rhetoric.
 
This completes paragraph one. Further examination would, I
 
believe, deliver similar results. A cursory perusal of the
 
next two paragraphs shows that Churchill's diction remains
 
more to the abstract and general than in previous passages.
 
What I would like to point out is how Churchill's modifica
 
tion tends to bend the abstract and general diction toward a
 
specific or semi-specific overall character. As an example,
 
I will rephrase sentence one and delete two adjectives: "In
 
this hour it is a consolation to recall and to dwell upon
 
our efforts for peace." This observation seems so simple as
 
to be in danger of derisive rejection, yet my sentence is
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more abstract and general. Further, it has lost some of the
 
Churchillian character. His adjectives tend to anchor his
 
nouns when those nouns are abstract and/or general. He
 
rarely allows an abstract or general noun to stand in isola
 
tion. This I consider an important point.
 
As far as the syllable count goes, this selection is
 
consistent with the others examined. The average number of
 
syllables per word is 1.42. 73% of the words are monosylla
 
bles and 9.5% are of three or more syllables. He remains
 
consistent in his use of lean diction. These percentages
 
are, of course, still within Gibson's "tough" category.
 
Yet, in reality, this is not a "tough" speech. Churchill is
 
quite obviously speaking to and identifying with his
 
audience. There are ten first person plural pronouns plus
 
seven possessive "ours," along with one accusative "us," and
 
a reference to the "Prime Minister" in this passage. The
 
large number of "We's" alone gives the passage a personal
 
tone, and the rest make it overwhelmingly personal. Again,
 
Churchill demonstrates a flexibility which is strong circum
 
stantial evidence that he is conscious of tone and knows how
 
to achieve that which he wishes. His lean diction, though,
 
is beginning to assume the character of a factor — a
 
persistent factor— in the equation of his unique style.
 
Finitive verbs comprise 10% of the words in this selec
 
tion, which is less than he has used in previous passages
 
but still shows a liking for this construction. Fifty-seven
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percent (31) are forms of the verb tQ he which shows a
 
propensity for definite — this is that — constructions.
 
There is no equivocation. Churchill has a firm, sure point
 
of view. This is further supported by the previous look at
 
his tendency to specificity. He wants no blurred lines.
 
True adjectives are still scarce at only 6% and inten­
sifiers, curiously enough, show up for the first time. He
 
uses four; "most sacred," "dearly valued," "dearly valued"
 
(again), and "ever fresh." This is a break with his non-use
 
of intensives in the previous three selections, yet, at .7%
 
of all words, he is still comfortably in Gibson's "tough"
 
category.
 
The origin of diction examination is altered slightly
 
from past examinations. I altered my perspective in the
 
first paragraph by looking at nouns and adjectives instead
 
of nouns and verbs. In so doing there has been a shift to
 
Latin cognates entering English during the Middle English
 
era. However, Churchill's diction still remains firmly set
 
with words whose origins in English are from Middle English
 
or earlier. Only five words enter the language in Modern
 
English times: "enemy," "trial," "co-operation,"
 
"resilience," and "modern."
 
In Paragraphs #2 and #3 I have examined nouns and
 
verbs. Many of these words were repeated throughout the
 
passage, and I did not repeat them in the list. As I have
 
said before, I am primarily interested in general tendencies
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and not statistical perfection. Also, I have made no dis
 
tinction between true adjectives and adjectivals or nouns
 
and verbal nouns. I examined them as their grammatical
 
position dictated. With this selection we see Churchill use
 
a preponderance of terms entering English from Latin through
 
old or Middle French and into Middle English. Again Greek
 
cognates are almost nonexistent. And Latin cognates
 
entering during Renaissance of post-Renaissance period are
 
quite sparse.
 
The paragraph I examined for nouns and adjectives shows
 
no significant variation from the other two.
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Quality of Diction: Nouns and Adjectives - Illustration #7
 
Sentence 
#1 : 
concrete 
#2 
cr> 
U) 
#3 
abstract specific general 
solemn 
hour 
consolation 
efforts 
(our) repeated 
peace 
(all) ill-starred 
(all) faithful 
(all) sincere 
moral 
highest 
value 
value 
highest practical 
time 
present 
wholehearted 
concurrence 
(of) millions 
(whose) co-operation 
(whose) comradeship 
(whose) brotherhood 
scores 
(of) men 
(and) women 
(is) indispensable 
(is) indispensable 
foundation 
trial 
Quality of Diction: Nouns and Adjectives - Illustration #7
 
Sentence concrete 
#4 
cr» 
#5 
dark 
storms 
#6 
(our) hearts 
(our) hands 
abstract specific general 
(and) tribulation 
war 
(of) modern 
moral 
conviction 
resilience 
strength 
(and) energy 
(ever) fresh 
doubtful 
(of) people 
long 
days 
outside 
fury 
war 
lands 
peace 
Morning 
(this) Sunday 
(our) consciences 
rest 
active 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and Adjectives - Illustration #8
 
Paragraph #1 - nouns and adjectives
 
Paragraph #1 
Anglo-Saxon 
<T\ 
Ol 
ill (ON) starred (AS) 
highest 
time 
wholehearted 
score (ON) 
men 
women 
(ship) 
Paragraphs #2 and 3 -

Latin
 
solemn
 
hour
 
consolation
 
repeated
 
peace
 
Faithful
 
sincere
 
moral
 
value
 
present
 
concurrence
 
million
 
solemn
 
dispense
 
comrade(ship)
 
nouns and verbs
 
French
 
solemn (MF)
 
hour (OF)
 
repeated (MF)
 
effort (OF)
 
peace (OF)
 
Faithful (OF)
 
sincere (MF)
 
moral (MF)
 
value (MF)
 
present (OF)
 
million (MF)
 
solemn (MF)
 
dispense (MF)
 
(OSp)
 
Middle English
 
solemn
 
hour
 
Modern
 
English (?)
 
effort
 
peace
 
faithful
 
moral
 
value
 
present
 
concurrence
 
score
 
solemn
 
Englisn (1616)
 
comradeship
 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and Adjectives - Illustration #8
 
Anglo-Saxon
 
brotherhood
 
foundation
 
fresh
 
strength
 
(T\
 
cn
 
long
 
dark
 
days
 
outside
 
storms
 
lands
 
hearts
 
Sunday
 
morning
 
hands
 
Paragraph #2
 
Latin
 
tribulation
 
modern (1585)
 
endure
 
conviction
 
resilience (1674)
 
people
 
doubtful
 
fury
 
active
 
conscience
 
rate
 
gravity
 
French
 
trial (1526)
 
tribulation (OF)
 
war (ONF)
 
surmount (MF)
 
endure (MF)
 
people (OF)
 
doubtful (OF)
 
fury (MF)
 
active (MF)
 
conscience (OF)
 
rate (MF)
 
gravity (MF)
 
Middle English
 
tribulation
 
war
 
endure
 
conviction
 
people
 
doubtful
 
fury
 
conscience
 
rate
 
gravity
 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and Adjectives - Illustration #8
 
Anglo-Saxon
 
lies
 
ordeal
 
found
 
strength
 
said
 
day
 
time
 
feeling
 
thankfulness
 
come
 
island
 
yore
 
men
 
fathers
 
lands
 
laid
 
laws
 
shaped
 
greatness
 
Latin
 
task
 
temerity
 
expect (1560)
 
accepted
 
compass
 
note
 
generation (1509)
 
prove
 
country
 
French
 
task (ONF)
 
disappointment (MF)
 
surprises (MF)
 
accepted (MF)
 
compass (OF)
 
note (OF)
 
trial (1526)
 
prove (OF)
 
country (OF)
 
Middle English
 
task
 
temerity
 
disappointment
 
surprises
 
accepted
 
compass
 
note
 
prove
 
country
 
00 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and Adjectives - Illustration #8
 
Paragraph #3
 
Anglo-Saxon
 
fighting
 
world
 
shut
 
CTk
 sunlight
 
means
 
rights
 
seem (ON)
 
name
 
part <­
being
 
Latin
 
question
 
save
 
pestilence
 
defense
 
dominate (1611)
 
aggrandize (1634)
 
progress
 
view
 
inherent (1581)
 
quality
 
establish
 
rocks
 
individual
 
revive
 
stature
 
liberty
 
require
 
-part
 
French
 
question (MF)
 
save (OF)
 
defense (MF)
 
gain (OF)
 
view (OF)
 
quality (OF)
 
establish (MF)
 
rocks (ONF)
 
revive (MF)
 
stature (MF)
 
liberty (MF)
 
require (MF)
 
surrender (MF)
 
Middle English
 
question
 
save
 
pestilence
 
defense
 
gain
 
progress
 
quality
 
establish
 
rocks
 
individual
 
revive
 
stature
 
liberty
 
require
 
-->
 
part
 
surrender
 
origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and Adjectives - Illustration #8
 
Anglo-Saxon
 
many
 
hand
 
look
 
share
 
blessings
 
(Greek)
 
practical
 
energy
 
tyranny
 
paradox
 
Latin
 
voting
 
Bills
 
executive (1787)
 
abuse
 
use
 
class (1602)
 
interests
 
cherish
 
restored
 
practical
 
energy (1599)
 
tyranny
 
paradox (1540)
 
French
 
abuse (MF)
 
use (OF)
 
interests
 
cherish (OF)
 
guard (OF)
 
restored (OF)
 
Middle English
 
voting
 
Bills
 
abuse
 
use
 
interests
 
cherish
 
guard
 
restored
 
Chapter 6
 
"A Strange Christmas Eve"
 
December 24, 1941 Broadcast,
 
Washington, B.C.
 
Paragraph 1
 
1. 	I spend this anniversary and festival far from my
 
country, far from my family, yet I cannot truthfully say
 
that I feel far from home.
 
2. 	Whether it be the ties of blood on my mother's side, or
 
i^he friendships I have developed here over many years of
 
active life, or the commanding sentiment of comradeship
 
in the common cause of great peoples who speak the same
 
language, who kneel at the same altars and, to a very
 
large extent, pursue the same ideals, I cannot feel
 
myself a stranger here in the centre and at the summit
 
of the United States.
 
3. 	I feel a sense of unity and fraternal association which,
 
added to the kindliness of your welcome, convinces me
 
that I have a right to sit at your fireside and share
 
your Christmas joys.
 
Paragraph 2
 
1. 	This is a strange Christmas Eve.
 
2. 	Almost the whole world is locked in deadly struggle, and.
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with the most terrible weapons which science can devise,
 
the nations advance upon each other.
 
3. 	Ill would it be for us this Christmastide if we were not
 
sure that no greed for the land or wealth of any other
 
people, no vulgar ambition, no morbid lust for material
 
gain at the expense of others, had led us to the field.
 
4. 	Here, in the midst of war, raging and roaring over all
 
the lands and seas, creeping nearer to our hearts and
 
homes, here, amid all the tumult, we have tonight the
 
peace of the spirit in each cottage home and in every
 
generous heart.
 
This is another complete speech. I selected it for
 
examination because it was aimed at both the British and
 
American audience. Further, it was broadcast primarily to
 
North America. The scene is different; the primary audience
 
is different. The tone is mild, almost relaxed. It is not
 
oratory designed for the ages, yet it is a very good speech
 
— warm, personal, and yet moving. I do not anticipate sig
 
nificant variation from his previous stylistic practices.
 
Let 	us see.
 
Here again one should notice the obvious short (six
 
word) simple sentence (number four) that functions as a
 
fulcrum or balance between the two distinct parts of the
 
speech. The first three sentences are personal, introduc
 
tory, and do not mention the war. Then comes the fulcrum
 
sentence which changes the tone and subject. It is
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anticipatory, creates some tension, yet not ominously. Then
 
for three sentences the war becomes the subject, yet not
 
oppressively so. In the final six sentences, Churchill sets
 
the war aside for warm and soothing words concerning the
 
Christmas seasons. He does return to remind the audience in
 
sentence twelve about what lies ahead and the responsibili
 
ties thereof. He ends with a pleasant salutation — a
 
fragment.
 
So, as we have seen before, there is a rough symmetry
 
in this speech. It is broken into three distinct parts.
 
The fulcrum sentence (number six) separates the first part
 
from the second and third. Part two and three are closely
 
related, whereas part one could almost stand alone.
 
Grammatically, out of twelve sentences, four are
 
simple, no compound, five complex, and three compound/
 
complex.
 
As in the past, most of his sentences are rhetorically
 
loose. Seven are loose, one balanced, three periodic, and
 
one is periodic in the first clause and loose in the second.
 
His preference is still for loose sentences with no real
 
preference for a particular grammatical type, although he
 
still avoids much use of compounds.
 
There are 397 words in this speech with an average word
 
length of 1.35 syllables. There are 288 monosyllables
 
(72.5%), and 26 words of three or more syllables (6.4%).
 
Churchill remains quite consistent here with the other
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selections.
 
It must be remembered that the context of these terms
 
must always be kept in mind when determining the category.
 
For instance, it is possible for the same word to be used
 
two times and categorized differently each time. The word
 
"home" can be used both in a concrete or abstract sense
 
depending upon the context and what impressions that partic
 
ular rhetorical context lead the audience to perceive.
 
Here again we have a preponderance of abstract diction
 
with careful modification which creates an overall specific
 
guality in the speech. There are also many concrete terms
 
and terms with a strong rhetorical tendency toward the
 
concrete which gives the speech a sensory quality. We see
 
the children playing around the Christmas tree; we feel the
 
warmth of our snug homes; we clearly sense the Christmas
 
season. This concreteness is not predominant but sufficient
 
to allow the audience to experience an awareness of the
 
immediate sensations of the season and the somber realities
 
of the war at the same time.
 
This speech is unique relative to the number of fini­
tives present. Out of 397 words, thirty — 7.5% — are
 
finite verbs. This speech uses more nominalization than
 
those previously examined. Churchill is describing a situa
 
tion throughout most of the speech. For the first nine
 
sentences, the character of the speech is static with much
 
modification ~ one might say expansion — through phrases
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and subordinate clauses. Sentence seven is an outstanding
 
example. Out of forty-four words we have one finite verb:
 
"have." Embedded to the left are four phrases, and to the
 
right are three. There are eleven nouns in this sentence.
 
Churchill is painting a picture for us through descriptive
 
modification. He is not taking us anywhere; he is not
 
telling us what we must do or what the enemy is doing; no
 
pressure is being put on the audience. Sentences 10 — 12,
 
which tend to be more active in content consist of 9.3%
 
finitives. This is still spare for Churchill; however,
 
sentence twelve is highly modified.
 
Again, as in the past, Churchill demonstrates a
 
flexibility. The scene and purpose are salient factors in
 
determining many of his stylistic features.
 
A characteristic of passive speech is a high degree of
 
nominalization with numerous prepositional phrases,
 
participles, and gerunds. As I have shown, this speech is
 
nominative with many modifying phrases, and some participles
 
and gerunds. There is only one passive subordinate clause
 
(sent. 12) in the entire speech. By keeping the sentence
 
active, Churchill avoids the too dull, static, and bloodless
 
character which much passive prose suffers from. He keeps
 
his prose alive even when discussing things and not actions.
 
This is true skill. As before, the passive construction is
 
used for emphasis: "these same children . . ." This seems,
 
so far, to be his only purpose in using the passive. He
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seems never to fall into it accidentally and never to use it
 
to escape identifying the active agent. Somehow, to think
 
of Churchill doing the last is absurd.
 
Maintaining the active voice in a highly nominal
 
passage is not enough to keep one's prose alive. Much of
 
Churchill's modification in this speech is in verbals:
 
"struggle," "raging," "roaring," "commanding," "creeping"
 
etc. These verbals contribute to the character of the
 
speech a sense of something happening whether they be used
 
as nouns or adjectives. So in a sense, the speech is both
 
static on the surface yet dynamic in its foundation. Superb
 
fine tuning.
 
There are a plethora of first person personal pronouns
 
here: seven "I's" and four "we's." This might seem self-

centered prOse. Churchill's ego, I am sure, was immense;
 
however one must examine the context. All the "I's" are
 
located in the first three sentences where the subject is
 
Churchill himself. The "we's" are scattered from sentence
 
six on and, to my mind, refer to both Churchill and his
 
audience. All are included. The context seems clear. He
 
is identifying with his audience and wishes for them to
 
identify with him. Numerous other possessive pronouns and
 
the accusative "us" support this position.
 
There are twenty true adjectives or 5%. This is
 
consistent with the other selections. We know by now that
 
Churchill modifies primarily by embedding phrases and
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clauses. When he does use adjectives, it is for a specific,
 
conscious effect.
 
Two adjectives are modified by intensifiers. Gibson
 
identifies fewer than one per one-hundred words as "tough."
 
Any way you evaluate it, in Churchillian prose they are
 
scarce to non-existent. His adjectives are precise enough
 
to exclude intensifiers almost completely.
 
Now for the origins of diction; nouns, verbs, and true
 
adjectives. Notice how the etymology of nouns, verbs, and
 
true adjectives is weighted toward Latin cognates entering
 
English during the Middle English era in the first two-

thirds of the speech, and then, in the last third, diction
 
from Old English and Old Norse predominate. An examination
 
of concrete and abstract diction shows the same shift.
 
Churchill is more concrete, more direct in the last third of
 
the speech.
 
There are thirty-one nouns of Latin origin and fifty-

one of Old English. A quick glance will tell you that
 
overall the Old English diction tends much more toward the
 
concrete than does the Latin. Admittedly, many of the
 
Anglo-Saxon nouns must intrinsically be considered abstract,
 
though they are much less so than the Latin. They simply
 
seem more palpable, more sensual. The subtle chemistry of
 
the diction here keeps the character of the speech toward
 
the concrete even though a preponderance of abstract terms
 
are used. But this is not the only reason this speech pulls
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toward the sensual, the concrete.
 
Out of all finitives (not including the verb "to be"),
 
only seven are not Anglo-Saxon. Nineteen finitive verbs are
 
Anglo-Saxon in origin. And the only infinitive — to live
 
— is also. Churchill demonstrates a clear preference for
 
these sensual, active, concrete verbs. Verbs such as "say,"
 
"feel," "speak," "kneel," "sit," "share," "led," "cast,"
 
etc. These verbs pull the audiences' senses into play as
 
opposed only to their intellect. One does not only intel
 
lectually perceive what Churchill is saying; one also,
 
because of these vital, sensual verbs, experiences physical
 
ly what he is saying.
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 Quality of Diction: Nouns and Verbs -- Illustration #9
 
Sentence 
- #1 
concrete 
#2 
blood 
(my) mother's 
00 
(same) altars 
#3 
(your) fireside 
abstract specific general 
(this) anniversary 
(this) festival 
(my) country 
(my) family 
home 
side 
friendships 
years 
active life 
commanding sentiment 
comradeship 
common cause 
great peoples 
(same) language 
many 
extent 
(same) ideals 
stranger 
large 
center 
summit 
sense 
unity 
fraternal association 
kindliness 
(your) welcome 
right 
(your Christmas) joys 
Quality of Diction: Nouns and Verbs - Illustration #9
 
Sentence concrete abstract 
#4 strange 
#5 
weapons 
world 
deadly struggle 
terrible 
science 
#6 (this) Christmastide 
(no) greed 
field 
wealth 
vulgar ambition 
morbid lust 
material gain 
#7 
lands 
war 
seas 
(our) hearts 
(our) homes 
(each) cottage home 
heart 
tumult 
peace (of the) spirit 
(every) generous 
#8 (this) night 
children 
cares 
dangers 
specific 
Christmas Eve 
whole 
general 
weapons 
nations 
land 
midst 
lands 
seas 
children
 
Quality of Diction: Nouns and Verbs - Illustration #9
 
Sentence concrete 
evening 
#9 
storm 
(one) night 
(each) home 
brightly-lighted island 
00 
o 
#10 
#11 
children 
their night 
(and) laughter 
gifts 
Father Christmas 
#12 (us) grownups 
children 
abstract specific general 
happiness 
peace 
world 
world 
happiness 
peace 
(of) fun 
English-speaking 
children 
(their) play 
Father Christmas 
gifts 
full 
(their) unstinted pleasures 
stern task 
formidable years 
(our) sacrifice 
daring 
(their) inheritance 
(their) right 
(these same) 
children 
Quality of Diction: Nouns and Verbs - Illustration #9
 
Sentence concrete abstract specific general
 
free
 
(and) decent world
 
God's mercy
 
happy Christmas
 
CXD
 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and true Adjectives - Illustration #10
 
Anglo-Saxon
 
}­
<­
say-

feel
 
home
 
tie
 
blood
 
side
 
friendships
<x>
 
years
 
great
 
speak
 
kneel
 
feel
 
Greek
 
ideal-

Latin
 
anniversary­
-spend
 
festival 

country 

family 

active 

commanding 

sentiment 

comrade 

common--------

cause 

peoples—
 
languages-

alters (noun) 

large 

pursue 

--> L (1623)
 
French
 
> (MF) -

> (MF) -

-

(MF) develop (1750)
 
--> (MF)-­
> (MF)
 
> (MF) 1639
 
> (MF) 1544
 
> (OF)
 
-> (OF)
 
(OF).
 
(OF).
 
> (MF)---—-

—> (OF) 

extent (MF) -

> (OF) 

stranger -

Middle English
 
--->
 
>
 
-—>
 
>
 
->
 
->
 
->
 
->
 
->
 
->
 
>
 
>
 
>
 
>
 
-->
 
Anglo-Saxon
 
feel (repeat)
 
kindliness
 
welcome
 
have
 
right
 
00 sit
 
OJ
 
Fireside
 
share
 
world
 
deadly
 
weapons
 
greed
 
land
 
wealth
 
Origin of Diction: 

Greek
 
centre­
su^lmit-

Nouns Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #10
 
Latin French Middle English
 
-> (MF)--- - --->
 
-> (MF) - ---->
 
sense— - - (MF) 
->
 
unity--— (MF) 
-> 
Fraternal- (MF)■ 
-> 
associate-
-> association (1535)
 
convinces (1530)
 
joys---- (OF). 
->
 
strange- (OF). 
->
 
struggle
 
terrible -—> (MF) ->
 
science-—- > (MF). 
->
 
devise > (OF). 
->
 
nations--— ---> (MF)-
->
 
advance- > (OF)• 
->
 
peoples-- -> (OF). 
->
 
vulgar— 
->
 
ambition- -> (MF). 
->
 
 Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #10
 
Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
morbid (1656) 
lust 
material­ > (MF) > 
(GMC) gain (MF) - > 
expense 
- > 
led 
field 
midst 
war (OHG) 
roaring 
lands (repeat) 
seas 
00 hearts 
homes 
have 
tumult­ -> (MF)­ -> 
peace-­ -> (OF). -> 
spirit­ -> (OF). -> 
home (repeat) 
generous- -> (MF) 1588 
heart (repeat) 
cast (ON) 
night 
cares 
dangers­ -> (OF) 
beset 
make 
children 
evening 
happiness 
world (repeat) 
storm 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #10
 
Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
night 
fun 
laughter 
each home 
English-Speaking 
world (repeat) 
brightly-lighted 
island 
happiness 
peace­ -> (MF)­ > 
children (repeat) 
have (repeat) 
00 night (repeat) 
(ji 
children (repeat) 
gifts (ON, OE) 
< 
Christ­ -> L-
Father 
delight 
play 
grown-ups 
share 
full 
unstinted 
pleasure­ -> (MF)­
turn 
stern 
task------­ -> (ONF)­
-> 
formidable­
-> 
years 
lie 
sacrifice -> (OF) 
origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #10
 
Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
daring 
children (repeat) 
right 
live (to) 
inheritance 
denied 
robbed (OF) akin (OHG) 
> (MF) -
> (MF) 
> 
> 
--> 
free 
world (repeat) 
decent­ ■> (MF) 1539 
God's 
00 
Christmas 
mercy­ -> (OF). > 
happy 
Chapter 7
 
"Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat"
 
May 13, 1940. House of Commons
 
r
 
1. 	We have before us an ordeal of the most grievous kind.
 
2. 	We have before us many, many long months of struggle
 
and of suffering.
 
3. 	You ask, what is our policy?
 
4. 	I can say: It is to wage war, by sea, land and air,
 
with all our might and with all the strength that God
 
can give us; to wage war against a monstrous tyranny,
 
never surpassed in the dark, lamentable catalogue of
 
human crime.
 
5. 	That is our policy.
 
6. 	You ask, what is our aim?
 
7. 	I can answer in one word: It is victory, victory at
 
all costs, victory in spite of all terror, victory,
 
however long and hard the road may be; for without
 
victory, there is no survival.
 
8. 	Let that be realised; no survival for the British
 
Empire, no survival for all that the British Empire has
 
stood for, no survival for the urge and impulse of the
 
ages, that mankind will move forward towards its goal.
 
9. 	But I take up my task with buoyancy and hope.
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10. 	I feel sure thatour cause will not be suffered to fail
 
among men.
 
11. 	At this time I feel entitled to claim the aid of all,
 
and I say, "Come then, let us go forward together with
 
our united strength."
 
This passage may well be Churchill's most famous and,
 
along with "Their Finest Hour," his most inspirational.
 
Granted, to feel the full impact of the speech, one must
 
have historical perspective and appreciation of the contem
 
porary events. Yet, this passage soars above particular
 
events, above time — it is timeless. It is close to the
 
ideal, the apotheosis of its type.
 
Grammatically the sentences are, as usual, a mix: four
 
simple, one compound, five complex, and one compound/
 
complex. Rhetorically, most of the sentences are loose with
 
three of them being balanced and loose. There are no
 
lengthy periods. The longest sentence has forty-four words,
 
the shortest six, and an average of nineteen words per
 
sentence. Most curious, the average length of a word is
 
1.33 syllables — the shortest of all the passages examined.
 
I believe the coming examination will expose a passage that
 
is predominantly blunt, lucid Anglo-Saxon.
 
Monosyllables account for 77% of all words. This is
 
the leanest diction of all the selections. On the other
 
hand, words of three or more syllables account for 10% of
 
all words, a little above the average. This can be
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attributed primarily to the repeating of two words in
 
sentences seven and eight: "victory" is repeated five
 
times; and "survival" is repeated four times.
 
First and second personal pronouns are quite evident.
 
From Gibson's standpoint, "I" talk is ego-centered; and "we"
 
talk can go either way: "we"talk can include or exclude
 
the audience. I feel strongly that the "we's" here include
 
the audience. The use of two "you's" in 208 words is very
 
close to Gibson's standard for audience intimacy, and, to my
 
mind, along with the possessive pronouns, makes this a most
 
intimate speech. As I have said before, Churchill's ego was
 
large. However, when one considers his oratory in context
 
with the times (the blitzkrieg of Poland and France, and the
 
retreat at Dunkirk), if one knows well the history —
 
particularly Churchill's personal history ~ during this
 
period, it is difficult to think of him pretending intimacy.
 
These speeches live today because Churchill spoke directly
 
to men's souls. He touched many eternal chords. He had to
 
be in intimate harmony with those to whom he spoke. After
 
all, they were struggling with the same beast. Churchill
 
showed them the way; they already knew where they wanted to
 
go. Churchill was able to put into the best possible words
 
what he and those he spoke for knew and felt. One might say
 
that, at this time in Britain's history, he was the living
 
expression of the British soul.
 
Finitives comprise 12% of all diction. It is informal
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and conversational. It is blunt — almost brutally so.
 
Except for the two rhetorical questions, it is mostly a
 
series of declaratory sentences. It is as unequivocal and
 
no nonsense as rhetoric can be. It is the epitome of the
 
Churchillian characteristic of laying it on the line.
 
Now is the time to look at types of nouns and true
 
adjectives. There is nothing new here: a preponderance of
 
abstract nouns pulled toward the specific by modification.
 
Also, there are enough concrete terms to add support in
 
holding the prose firmly in place. Never does the abstrac
 
tion assume control. The meaning is clear.
 
There are two passive constructions: the beginning of
 
sentence eight, and the noun clause forming the accusative
 
in sentence ten. As I have said before, he uses the passive
 
when he specifically wants it for altering emphasis.
 
True adjectives comprise 3.8% of the total words. This
 
is the lowest percentage yet for true adjectives. Almost
 
all modification is through modifying phrases and subordi
 
nate clauses. And the figurative language, the rhythm, and
 
specificity come in that modification.
 
As we have seen numerous times before, there are no
 
intensives.
 
Etymology of nouns, verbs, and true adjectives is
 
consistent with what we have seen before. Most of the nouns
 
are abstract Latin cognates which entered English early and
 
in many cases were greatly anglicized giving them a sharper,
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more forceful character. Also, this particular passage has
 
a large number of concrete Anglo-Saxon nouns which flavor
 
the oratory with an additional firmness -- an additional
 
strength. 1
 
The adjectives are weighted more toward the Anglo-Saxon
 
and concreteness. This further assists in giving a lucid,
 
solid strength to the prose. Further, as before, the
 
adjectives help specify many of the nouns, adding clarity
 
which might suffer otherwise.
 
The verbs are overwhelmingly Anglo-Saxonl short, and
 
physical. They are primarily verbs of action or sense.
 
This we have seen before. It is Churchill's way of firmly
 
grounding his prose in human, physical qualities.
 
So again, we feel; we experience palpably as we also
 
perceive intellectually. The prose maintains a sensual
 
vitality that affects the audience emotionallyl intellec­
tually, and physically.
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Quality of Diction: Nouns and True Adjectives - Illustration #11
 
Sentence
 
#1
 
#2
 
#3
 
vo
 
#4
 
#5
 
#6
 
#7
 
concrete
 
sea
 
land
 
air
 
given by
 
God
 
dark
 
catalogue
 
abstract specific general 
ordeal 
(of) 
grievous kind 
struggle 
(of) 
suffering 
long months 
policy 
war 
(our) might 
strength 
monstrous tyranny 
war 
lamentable 
crime 
human 
(our) policy 
(our) aim 
is one word 
Quality of Diction: Nouns and True Adjectives - Illustration #11
 
Sentence concrete abstract specific general 
victory 
victory 
hard 
victory 
(in spite of all) 
terror 
victory 
costs 
long 
road 
VD 
U) 
#8 (no) survival 
(no) survival 
(for) urge 
impulse 
goal 
(for) British Empire 
(of the) ages 
mankind 
#9 (my) task 
#10 (our) cause 
men 
#11 aid 
strength 
(our) united 
all 
Origin of Diction: Noutis Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #12
 
Nouns
 
ON. Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
ordeal 
kind 
months 
.> OF-
struggle (1692) 
sea 
policy-- - -- - - ---------­ -> MF— 
(OHG) war (ONF)­ --> 
land 
air-------------air----- -- -- ---- -^-..­ ^. 
KO might 
istrength 
God 
tyranny^- -
catalogue­
-tyranny--­
■catalogue­
policy---• 
aim-- - - — 
crime- - - - -
(OHG) war (ONF) 
Mp........... 
MF---------­
mF-- --------­
mf- - - -.- - - -.-
..........-> OP-MF---- --- -
... 
word 
Victory- - ---------> [ip^.....— ^  ...... 
.... -> 
road 
costs---■ 
Victory-• 
Terror--­
Victory-­
-> MF--­
.> MF- — 
-> MF------------­
-> MF­ ■ 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
Victory-■ 
survival-
survival­
-> MF-----­
-> mf-----------. 
-> mf--- —------­
-> 
-> 
-> 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #12
 
Nouns
 
ON. Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
British -- -­ Empire­ -> OF----­
----> 
British 
mankind 
survival 
Empire 
survival 
urge (1650) 
impulse (1647) 
ages 
>MF 
--> OF 
> MF 
> OF 
-
-
- > 
> 
> 
> 
KD 
Ln 
men 
time 
task--
cause 
> 
> 
ONF­
OF--
? goal (1531) 
> 
> 
strength 
aid > MF­
(+16) (+3) (+24) (+2) (+2) 
Origin of Diction: Nouns Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #12
 
Verbs 
ON. Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
have 
have 
ask 
say 
give (OS) (OE) 
ask 
(to) wage (ONE) 
(to) wage (ONE) 
> 
> 
answer 
let 
VD 
(y\ 
stood 
realized (E) (ME) (1611) 
take 
feel 
move­ > ME----- -> 
feel 
suffered-­
(to) fail­
> 
> 
OE 
OE­
-
say 
(to) claim > ME-- --> 
come 
let 
go 
(+16) (0) (+4) (+3) (0) 
Origin of Diction: Nounis Verbs and True Adjectives - Illustration #12 
Adjectives 
ON. Anglo-Saxon Greek Latin French Middle English 
long 
dark 
human 
long 
hard 
grievous 
monstrous 
lamentable 
united ---
> OF 
> MF 
> MF (1591) 
---
- > 
> 
>(1552) 
VD (+5) (+4) 
Chapter 8
 
Modification
 
I have selected excerpts from two passages to examine
 
for patterns of modification. The selections were made
 
based on one criterion: the passages seemed quite
 
Churchillian. This examination is open-ended. I have no
 
idea where it will lead or what might develop. My primary
 
interest will be with modifying phrases and clauses, and
 
positioning and types of same.
 
The following are sentences five-seven of "A Hideous
 
State of Alarm and Menace" and five-seven of "A Strange
 
Christmas Eve."
 
Modification: "A Hideous State of Alarm and Menace" ­
Illustration #13
 
5. "And can anyone wonder that we are determined (to bring
 
such a hideous state) (of alarm and menace) (to an end), and
 
(to bring it) (to and end) (as soon as may be), and (to
 
bring it) (to an end) (once and for all)?"
 
"to bring such a hideous state" —infinitive adverb phrase
 
"of alarm and menace" —adjective phrase
 
"to an end" — adverb phrase
 
"as soon as may be" — adverb phrase
 
"to bring it" ~ infinitive adverb phrase
 
"to an end" — adverb phrase
 
"once and for all" ~ adverb phrase
 
6. "Few (there are tonight) who, (looking back on these
 
last seven months), would doubt that the British and French
 
peoples were right (to draw the sword) (of justice) and (of
 
retribution)."
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"there are tonight"— adjective clause
 
"looking back on these last seven months" — adverb
 
participle phrase
 
"to draw the sword" — infinitive adverb phrase
 
"of justice" —adjective phrase
 
"of retribution" — adjective phrase
 
7. "Fewer still (there are) who would wish to sheathe it
 
(till its somber, righteous work is done.)"
 
"there are" —adjective clause
 
"till its somber, righteous work is done" — adverb clause
 
"A Strange Christmas Eve"
 
5. "Almost the whole world is locked (in deadly struggle),
 
and, (with the most terrible weapons) (which science can
 
devise), the nations advance (upon each other)."
 
"in deadly struggle" — adverb phrase
 
"with the most terrible weapons" — adverb phrase
 
"which science can devise" --adjective clause
 
"upon each other" — adverb phrase
 
6. "(Ill would it be for us this Christmastide) (if we were
 
not sure) that no greed (for the land) (of any other
 
people,) no vulgar ambition, no morbid lust (for material
 
gain) (at the expense of others,) had led us (to the
 
field.")
 
"Ill would it be for us this Christmastide" — adverb clause
 
"if we were not sure" ~ adverb clause
 
"for the land" — adjective phrase
 
"of any other people" — adjective phrase
 
"for material gain" — adjective phrase
 
"at the expense of others" — adverb phrase
 
"to the field"—adverb phrase
 
7. "Here, (in the midst of war), (raging and roaring over
 
all the lands and seas), (creeping nearer to our hearts and
 
homes), here, (amid all the tumult), we have tonight the
 
peace (of the spirit) (in each cottage home) and (in every
 
generous heart)."
 
"in the midst of war" —adverb phrase
 
"raging and roaring over all the lands and seas" —
 
adjective participle phrase
 
"creeping nearer to our hearts and homes" —adjective
 
participle phrase
 
"amid all the tumult" — adverb phrase
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"of the spirit" — adjective phrase
 
"in each cottage home" — adverb phrase
 
"in every generous heart" — adverb phrase
 
All true adjectives standing isolated in both passages:
 
vulgar, morbid, material, generous, hideous, somber,
 
righteous, deadly, terrible, right +10
 
All adverbs standing isolated in both passages: here
 
(twice), tonight (twice), soon, once, back, still, nearer.
 
+9
 
Total number of adjective phrases for both passages: +9
 
Total number of adverb phrases for both passages: +17
 
Total number of adjective clauses for both passages: +3
 
Total number of adverb clauses for both passages: +3
 
Both passages together total 206 words. 132 words (64%
 
of all words) are within modifying phrases and clauses.
 
Further, of the ten true adjectives, seven occur within
 
phrase or clause modification; and, of nine adverbs, five
 
occur within phrase or clause modification. Scanning the
 
position of his modification makes obvious that Churchill
 
prefers right-branching placement although he is comfortable
 
with any of the three. Nineteen clauses or phrases are
 
(
 
right branching, seven are left-branching, and seven are
 
medial. His left branching modification is used for
 
emphasis and to build anticipation and tension. Medial
 
modification is kept short so as not to put stress on short
 
term memory. His placement is competent and not in the
 
least unusual. What I perceive as unusual (only comparative
 
studies would tell the tale) is the high percentage of
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modification in clauses and phrases. And he especially
 
likes adverbial modification. Further, most true adjectives
 
and single adverbs are located within the clauses and
 
phrases. Upon scanning other passages, there appears to be
 
consistency here.
 
For Churchill, the timing and type of modification is a
 
crucial factor in his style. Where we have seen before a
 
dearth of modification through adjectives, adverbs, and
 
adverbs used as intensifiers, we now have an abundance of
 
phrasal and clausal modification. This does not gainsay his
 
ability to select precise diction. That has been, I
 
believe, clearly established. The modification does not add
 
precision; it adds atmosphere, particularly the adverb
 
phrases and clauses. A single adverb or adjective can add
 
mood, attitude, or specificity. Modifying phrases and
 
clauses, especially when cleverly and competently stacked,
 
can expand our emotional and intellectual consciousness and
 
draw us into the rhetoric. As Heffernan says of clauses
 
(and I believe the same of appropriate phrase modification),
 
the clause conveys the tension and excitement
 
of the action, the urgent sense that one
 
action affects another, that one thing
 
happens while or because or if or even
 
through something else happening. An adverb
 
clause lets the writer present the
 
circumstances of an action as well as the
 
action itself.
 
And, I should add, most of Churchill's modification is
 
adverbial.
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Two more factors relating to phrasal and clausal
 
modification are important. Churchill uses his infinitive
 
phrases and participle clauses and phrases to add a verbal
 
element to his rhetoric, particularly in nominal passages.
 
The passage may be quite nominal; yet, rhetorically, it is
 
verbal. This is a clever use of diction for effect. A less
 
accomplished rhetorician might not be able to compensate
 
adequately for the static dullness of a highly nominal
 
passage. Next, Churchill uses modifying phrases and clauses
 
to establish his unique rhythm and as the seat of his famous
 
alliteration.
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Chapter 9
 
Rhythm
 
No two people scanning the following passage will agree
 
on each stress and foot as I have marked them. I have gone
 
over them numerous times, reading the passage aloud.
 
Further, I enlisted the aid of an acquaintance born and
 
raised in England to assist. A recording of the passage
 
would have been of valuable help. Unfortunately I was
 
unable to obtain one, and I have faint hope of doing so.
 
The monosyllables, of course, posed the greatest puzzle.
 
And determining some of the meter was mind-bending. I
 
believe, however, that enough of the rhythm and meter would
 
be agreed upon to reach the required objective; a reason
 
able understanding of the rhythm patterns in this passage
 
and satisfying insight into how Churchill applied them to
 
good affect.
 
Rhythm
 
Ionic major trochee called amphibrach
 
1. What General Weygand —called-—the Battle-—
 
iamb amphibrach
 
of France is over.
 
cretic paeon 3 amphibrach anapest
 
2. I expect that the Battle of Britain is about-

anapest
 
to begin.
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iamb amphibrach iamb 

3. Upon this battle—-depends 

paeon 3 dochmiach
 
of Christian civilization.
 
amphibrach iamb pyrrhic 

4. Upon it depends—our own 

dochmiach pyrrhic 

long continuity of our 

paeon 3
 
and our Empire.
 
paeon 3 iamb 

paeon 3
 
the survival­
cretic tribach
 
British life and the
 
paeon 3
 
institutions
 
dochmiach paeon 3
 
5. The whole fuiry—and might——of the enemy——must very
 
iamb iamb
 
soon be turned on us.
 
cretic iamb pyrrhic amphibrach
 
6. Hitler knows that he-^—will have——to break us
 
paeon 3 iamb iamb
 
in this Island——or lose—the war.
 
pyrrhic anapest iamb anapest anapest
 
7. If we can stand up—-to him, all Europe—may be
 
anapest anapest paeon 3
 
free and the life of the world may move forward
 
cretic trochee iamb
 
into broad,—sunlit uplands.
 
pyrrhic pyrrhic paeon 4 amphibrach
 
8. But if——we fail,—then the whole world,——including
 
dochmiach paeon 2 iamb
 
the United States,——including all that we
 
iamb amphibrach iamb trochee anapest
 
have known- :—and cared for, will sink—into the abyss
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anapest spondee > dochmiach anapest
 
of a new Dark Age made more sinister, and perhaps
 
paeon 3 anapest paeon 3
 
more protracted, by the lights of perverted
 
trochee
 
science.
 
pyrrhic trochee cretic paeon 3
 
9. Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties
 
anapest iamb that paeon 3
 
and so bear-—ourselves that, if the British
 
trochee pyrrhic dactyl last dochmiac 
Empire and its—-Commonwealth last for a thousand 
men tribrach This paeon 3 
years, men will still say, "This was their 
hour
 
finest hour."
 
For guidance in the following examination, I used the
 
expertise of Marjorie Boulton in The Anatomv of Prose.
 
Also, it is considered, from my readings, inappropriate to
 
identify a monosyllable as a meter unto itself. Why, I do
 
not know. I assume it is a long-term convention. I have
 
done so anyway. There are a few words that, to me, merit
 
such identification. I attempted to do otherwise; but, to
 
my ear, the placement was artificial. Those words needed to
 
stand alone.
 
Sentence one is forceful. To begin with an ionic-major
 
draws immediate attention. The following trochee counters
 
what could have been three weak stresses in a row. From
 
there on, we have the rising rhythm of heavy and serious
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Rhythm-Illustration #14
 
iambic
 
trochaic
 
spondaic
 
pyrrhic
 
anapestic
 
dactylic
 
amphibrachic
 
cretic
 
bacchiac
 
antibacchiac
 
molossic
 
tribrachic
 
ditrochaic
 
choriambic
 
paeonic 1st class
 
paeonic 2nd class
 
paeonic 3rd class
 
paeonic 4th class
 
Ionic — major
 
Ionic minor
 
Epitrite, 1st class
 
Epitrite, 2nd class
 
Epitrite, 3rd class
 
Epitrite, 4th class
 
proceleusmatic
 
(iamb)
 
(trochee)
 
(spondee)
 
(pyrrhic)
 
(anapest)
 
(dactyl)
 
(amphibrach)
 
(Cretic)
 
(bacchius)
 
(antibacchius)
 
(molossus)
 
(tribrach)
 
(ditrochee)
 
(choriamb)
 
(paeon)
 
(paeon)
 
(paeon)
 
(paeon)
 
Dochmiach any combination of five
 
syllables in a foot
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iambs until the final foot; "is over" is a superb ending to
 
this statement. The final weak syllable of the amphibrach
 
gives the ending a sense of fading out in harmony with the
 
semantics.
 
Sentence two begins with the firm tone of a cretic then
 
flows into a paeonic 3rd which, we will see, is Churchill's
 
favorite paeon. This paeonic pattern is strong, and since
 
we have the strength of rising rhythm, something should
 
follow of significance. It does: "of Britain is about to
 
begin." We have an amphibrach which leads into two powerful
 
anapests. Note that this time the final syllable of the
 
final word "begin" is stressed. This sentence, as opposed
 
to the first, ends powerfully. There is no fading or
 
drifting off.
 
The next two sentences do not possess the force of the
 
first two. Sentence three begins firmly with an iamb, an
 
amphibrach, and another iamb, all strong feet. This is as
 
it should be considering the importance of the lead in "Upon
 
this battle depends." We now get progressively weaker
 
patterns: a paeonic 3rd, firm but with less force than the
 
preceding three; a paeonic two, a mild pattern; and a weak
 
dochmiach. Here Churchill is not talking about concrete,
 
present realities but future abstractions. For a moment the
 
audience is given a break from the rhetorical blows.
 
Sentence four is similar. However, there is the added
 
feeling of length generated by the tribach and
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proceleusmatic, both very weak feet. Further, ending with a
 
paeonic 3rd, again, results in a sensation of drifting off.
 
The falling rhythm at this point is slightly depressing —
 
which is quite appropriate. So the long, weak feet
 
scattered through the second half of sentence four are
 
lighter, slower, emotionally less charged, and give us a
 
sense of feeling for "long continuity," etc.
 
Sentence five begins-with a paeonic 3rd. It is a good
 
deal more forceful here than in sentence four because it is
 
supported immediately by an iamb which picks up the rhythm.
 
We then have two weak feet, a dochmiach and a paeon two.
 
These feet slow the pace down and kindle a bit of anticipa
 
tion. The paeon, with "very" carrying the major stress, is
 
particularly effective. Now, from slow and weak to a strong
 
finish, we have the two iambs "be turned, on us." Blunt,
 
powerful, and brutally lucid.
 
The next sentence is quite powerful. Beginning with
 
the cretic "Hitler knows," Churchill jerks at our attention.
 
We than have an iamb to carry on the firmness. Strangely,
 
he now uses a pyrrhic, a weak foot. This, I believe, could
 
be improved upon by dropping "will have to" and substituting
 
"must." That would have resulted in the elimination of the
 
pyrrhic and saved the amphibrach. Oh well, everyone to his
 
own. This sentence is still quite forceful. Then comes a
 
paeonic 3rd, firm but in need of assistance which it gets
 
from the rising rhythm of the two concluding iambs.
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Sentence seven begins with the word "if." That is a
 
weak, tentative word. It would seem natural then that
 
Churchill begin the sentence with a weak foot, and he does.
 
He begins with a pyrrhic and continues on with an anapest
 
which gives us four weak syllables in a row. So, we have a
 
sense of doubt. Then the hard stress on "up" followed by an
 
iamb and four anapests. These firm rhythms lift the passage
 
out of the doldrums of its beginning and carry it rapidly
 
forward. Just at the point where another anapest would be
 
tedious, we have the rhythm broken by a paeonic 3rd. In
 
this position the paeon is quite strong. It maintains just
 
enough of the rhythm to keep the momentvun going, yet breaks
 
it for an instant with the weak syllable at the end of
 
"forward." Then to avoid any dimunition of the strength and
 
firmness of the passage, we get a strong cretic immediately
 
complemented by the major stress of the following trochee
 
followed by the power of the terminal iamb. The sentence
 
begins awash in doubt and ends in a metaphor denoting firm
 
ness and positive conviction. Brilliantl
 
The two pyrrhics beginning sentence eight are extraor
 
dinarily weak and tentative — as they should be. "But if
 
fail" implies weakness, and doom. Next comes a very weak
 
paeon 4th followed by an amphibrach which breaks the gloom
 
and tedium of so many weak stresses. Yet, it is still not
 
uplifting. Nothing in this sentence will be. The following
 
feet are mostly long, slow, and maintain a sense of possible
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impending"destruction — very depressing. There are two
 
dochmiachs followed by two iambs to put emphasis on "that we
 
have known." As Churchill proceeds through the sentence, he
 
strengthens the meter for an instant only with the iamb
 
"will sink." He definitely wants to stress the word "sink"
 
and its various connotations. Then with real masjtery over
 
rhythm, he takes us down into the "abyss" with the rhythm of
 
the descending trochee and the first two weak syllables at
 
an anapest. Now an anapest brings the rhythm ascending to
 
the powerful spondee "Dark Age." The effect here is
 
powerful. Now a series, with the exception of two anapests,
 
of long, ponderous feet — dochmiach, and two paeon 3rds —
 
which give us the very sense of length and evil he is
 
trying, through diction and the alliterative sibilant, to
 
create.
 
We should expect the final sentence to lift and inspire
 
us. Let us see.
 
Churchill begins with a pyrrhic — weak. He moves then
 
into a trochee —stronger, although not powerful. Now
 
comes the cretic beginning with "brace." We now have
 
strength? will there be momentum? The paeon 3rd maintains
 
the strength but needs continuing support. He falters
 
slightly with the anapest which combined with the paeon give
 
us three weak stresses in a row. However, he must compro
 
mise between what he might prefer in rhythm with require
 
ments of diction. The vigor of the prose rhythm now
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increases with the iamb, "ourselves" and, what I will call,
 
a stressed monosyllable foot, "that." Now we have a curious
 
mix. A moderately strong paeon 3rd supported by a trochee
 
maintain tentative firmness. He then injects a weak pyrrhic
 
bolstered slightly by a dactyl. The rhythm is slow and
 
losing strength gradually. The subject is abstract and
 
partially concerned with time — long time. Consider, for
 
instance, the weak dochmiach "for a thousand years." One
 
feels the length and uncertainty of such a phrase through
 
the rhythm. Common sense should be whispering in our ear at
 
this juncture that Churchill also is using these long,
 
tentative, semi-weak structures as a contrast for something
 
quite near. We now have the stressed monosyllable "men"
 
followed by a tribach — very weak. Then, abruptly, we have
 
a stressed monosyllable "This" followed by a paeonic 3rd and
 
terminated with another stressed monosyllable "hour." The
 
broken rhythm, the powerful monosyllable blocking in the
 
paeon, all contribute, along with the obvious power of the
 
diction, to the ideal quote to fulfill the rhetorical needs
 
Churchill desired. History, of course, has been the best
 
judge of that.
 
Ill
 
Chapter 10
 
Conclusion
 
What I will say here is a distilled version of what I
 
have gleaned from the past one-hundred pages. The
 
difficulty is distinguishing between Churchill's unique
 
style — those natural characteristics which are intrinsic
 
to his oratory, the indelible mark of the individual who is
 
Winston Churchill — as opposed to the stylistic factors
 
that are deliberately manipulated for rhetorical purposes.
 
It is the same distinction as that between the way a man
 
walks down a street without self-consciousness as opposed to
 
the affected gait of the same man when posing undsr the view
 
of an attractive woman. What is instinctive? What is
 
premeditated? No distinct line separates the instinctive
 
from the premeditated in stylistic practice. However, when
 
a factor becomes a constant, I will identify it as part of
 
the innate stylistic character of Churchill's oratorical
 
prose.
 
So what are the innate stylistic factors which are
 
prominent in the selections I have examined? There is an
 
emphasis on short, sensual diction; there are few true
 
adjectives; intensives are nearly non-existent; abstract
 
diction, when used, is controlled by concrete terms; most of
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Churchill's sentences are rhetorically loose; there are few
 
compound sentences; most modification is in clauses and
 
phrases; and his sentences are usually verbal.
 
Churchill's penchant for short, sensual diction is
 
obvious. This is attained through Anglo-Saxon, old-Norse,
 
and Anglicized Latinate diction. He obviously prefers the
 
precision, lucidity, and power of the concrete. He wants
 
his audience to sense — to feel, to see, to hear — the
 
meaning of his oratory. He wants the audience to experience
 
what he says. There is no better way to involve those
 
listening than to put them into the action. When he is
 
compelled to deal with abstract concepts, Churchill uses
 
concrete diction in modifiers and verbs to anchor the
 
abstract terms. Abstractions are always kept under control.
 
Churchill is a master of minimalism: his precise
 
selection of diction creates a lucid prose bereft of need
 
less padding with adjectives and intensives. He uses
 
modification primarily in clauses and phrases to establish
 
mood, to assist in creating the desired emotional impact.
 
He much prefers the informal structure of normal
 
conversational speech, so the loose or cumulative sentence
 
is by far his favorite. He will balance his loose sentences
 
with an occasional period to break monotony or for special
 
affect. His use of compounds is rare; he only uses them
 
when they will be most effective.
 
It is obvious he tries to use verbal forms, or at least
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give the strong impression of always doing so. When he is
 
forced into a nominal passage, he will use as many finite
 
verbs and verbal phrases as he can to counteract the nomi
 
nalization; he loathes the static sentence.
 
Rhythm is of the utmost importance in the efficacy of
 
his rhetoric. It is quite clear that he has a sense of
 
rhythm verging on the elegant. And that sense of rhythm
 
(including his pauses) complementing the other stylistic
 
factors which make up Churchill's style give to us some of
 
the finest oratorical prose in English.
 
My examination was limited. I did not examine sentence
 
openers, figures of speech, phonology and so on. I regret
 
this; however, the length of this paper was becoming an
 
inhibiting factor; further, a phonological analysis was
 
beyond my competence — a salient gap in a stylistic examin
 
ation of any rhetorician. I consider it serious enough that
 
I would encourage another to correct this defect. A phono
 
logical examination would be a thesis in itself, and identi
 
fying the "Churchill" sound would be most satisfying.
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